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Superﬂuidity and superconductivity are traditionally understood in terms of an adiabatic
continuation from the Bose-gas limit. Here we demonstrate that at least in a 2+ 1D Bose
system, superﬂuidity can arise in a strict quantum ﬁeld-theoretic setting. Taking the theory
of quantum elasticity (describing phonons) as a literal quantum ﬁeld theory with a bosonic
statistic, superﬂuidity and superconductivity (in the EM charged case) emerge automatically
when the shear rigidity of the elastic state is destroyed by the proliferation of topological de-
fects (quantum dislocations). Oﬀ-diagonal long range order in terms of the ﬁeld operators of
the constituent particles is not required. This is one of the outcomes of the broader pursuit
presented in this paper. In essence, it amounts to the generalization of the well known theory
of crystal melting in two dimensions by Nelson et al. [Phys. Rev. B 19 (1979) 2457; Phys. Rev.
B 19 (1979) 1855], to the dynamical theory of bosonic states exhibiting quantum liquid-crys-
talline orders in 2+ 1 dimensions. We strongly rest on the ﬁeld-theoretic formalism developed
by Kleinert [Gauge ﬁelds in Condensed Matter, vol. II: Stresses and Defects, Diﬀerential Ge-
ometry, Crystal Defects, World Scientiﬁc, Singapore, 1989] for classical melting in 3D. Within
this framework, the disordered states correspond to Bose condensates of the topological exci-
tations, coupled to gauge ﬁelds describing the capacity of the elastic medium to propagate
stresses. Our focus is primarily on the nematic states, corresponding with condensates of dis-
locations, under the topological condition that disclinations remain massive. The dislocations
carry Burgers vectors as topological charges. Conventional nematic order, i.e., the breaking of
space-rotations, corresponds in this ﬁeld-theoretic duality framework with an ordering of the* Corresponding author. Present address: Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los
Alamos, NM 87545, USA. Fax: +31715275511.
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despite the massive character of the disclinations. We identify the physical nature of the Cou-
lomb nematic suggested by Lammert et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 70 (1993) 1650; Phys. Rev. E 52
(1995) 1778] on gauge-theoretical grounds. The 2+ 1D quantum liquid crystals diﬀer in fun-
damental regards from their 3D classical counterparts due to the presence of a dynamical con-
straint. This constraint is the glide principle, well known from metallurgy, which states that
dislocations can only propagate in the direction of their Burgers vector. In the present frame-
work this principle plays a central role. This constraint is necessary to decouple compression
rigidity from the dislocation condensate. The shear rigidity is not protected, and as a result the
shear modes acquire a Higgs mass in the dual condensate. This is the way the dictum that
translational symmetry breaking goes hand in hand with shear rigidity emerges in the ﬁeld the-
ory. However, because of the glide principle compression stays massless, and the ﬂuids are
characterized by an isolated massless compression mode and are therefore superﬂuids. Glide
also causes the shear Higgs mass to vanish at orientations perpendicular to the director in the
ordered nematic, and the resulting state can be viewed as a quantum smectic of a novel kind.
Our most spectacular result is a new hydrodynamical way of understanding the conventional
electromagnetic Meissner state (superconducting state). Generalizing to the electromagneti-
cally charged elastic medium (Wigner Crystal) we ﬁnd that the Higgs mass of the shear gauge
ﬁelds, becoming ﬁnite in the nematic quantum ﬂuids, automatically causes a Higgs mass in the
electromagnetic sector by a novel mechanism.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
PACS: 64.60.)i; 71.27.+a; 74.72.)h; 75.10.)b1. Introduction
The concept of duality has been around for a long time in high energy- and sta-
tistical physics, but it seems that the condensed matter community is still in the
process of getting used to its powers. As compared to its use in fundamental ﬁeld-
and string theories, the concept acquires a quite vivid and physical interpretation in
the condensed matter arena. Quantum ﬁeld theories become of relevance as a de-
scription of the highly collective, long wavelength properties of systems composed
of strongly interacting microscopic entities. Their emergence is tied to order. In
their most straightforward interpretation, ﬁeld theories enumerate the physics asso-
ciated with spontaneous symmetry breaking. The ﬁelds are describing the Gold-
stone modes. Implemented in this context, duality acquires the meaning that
states which appear as disordered are in fact also governed by order, although their
order parameters might be beyond the reach of the most brilliant experimentalists.
In continuum ﬁeld theories this notion acquires a very precise meaning. Starting
from an ordered state, disorder is governed exclusively by the singular (in fact,
multivalued) conﬁgurations of the order ﬁeld. These translate in disorder opera-
tors carrying quantized topological charges and the only admissible states of dis-
order correspond with condensates of the topological excitations. Having identiﬁed
the disorder ﬁelds, it is easy to deduce the physics of the disordered states using the
weaponry of order physics.
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ical excitations associated with conventional orders are typically point particles in
2+ 1 dimensions. The disorder ﬁeld theories describing the collective properties of
the disorder matter are of the well understood Ginzburg–Landau–Wilson variety:
they are conventional Bose condensates albeit in terms of topological matter. A pop-
ular example is vortex duality, describing in the quantum context [4,5] the disorder-
ing of a superconductor in a Bose Mott-insulator driven by the disordering inﬂuence
of the charging energies on the phase order [6–10]. The disorder operators are the
well known vortices carrying quantized magnetic ﬂux, corresponding with particle-
like excitations in 2+1D. At a critical charging energy these vortex bosons prolifer-
ate in the vacuum and it can be shown (e.g., Appendix A) that the ﬁeld theory
describing this vortex matter is nothing else than the theory of a neutral superﬂuid,
with a massless Goldstone boson describing the free propagation of the electromag-
netic photon in the insulating state.
The most obvious form of order is, of course, crystalline order—the breaking of
the spatial Euclidean group down to a lattice group. The ﬁrst instance of a ﬁeld the-
ory describing a Goldstone sector is of course the theory of elasticity which emerged
in the 19th century [11]. It is also the birthplace of topology in physics: the ﬁrst to-
pological defects which were appreciated as highly relevant are the dislocations and
disclinations with their Burgers and Franck vectors as topological charges [12]. In
the context of 2D classical phase transitions it formed the initial inspiration for
the work of Kosterlitz–Thouless [13,14] placing the general duality motive on center
stage in statistical physics. Subsequently the duality structure associated with the
thermal melting of 2D solids was uncovered by Nelson et al. [1] (the KTNHY theory
of 2D melting). In the 1980s the theory for 3D crystal melting was further developed,
especially by Kleinert [15]. This strongly rests on the similarities with vortex duality
in 3D, although it involves some non-trivial generalizations. The most complete
treatment of this subject is found in the two volume textbook on gauge theories in
condensed matter physics by Kleinert [2,7], where the second volume is dedicated
to elasticity.
Dynamics is not the same as statics and it is remarkable that the elastic analogue
of the quantum-mechanical vortex duality in 2+ 1D goes largely unexplored [16]. As
the KTNHY theory already makes clear, liquid crystalline orders appear in a natural
way within the duality framework. As compared to the standard lore in terms of rod-
like molecules aligning their long axis, etc., a considerable shift of interpretation oc-
curs. Nematic (and as we will see, also smectic) orders appear as a consequence of the
rich topological structure associated with spatial symmetries. These can be entirely
classiﬁed in topological terms. Nematics are those states of matter characterized
by a condensation of dislocations while disclinations are massive excitations: the
hexatic state predicted by KTNHY. The isotropic ﬂuid is a state where both dislo-
cations and disclinations are condensed and because these are interdependent, it is
best termed a defect condensate, see [2].
Our interest was originally triggered by several suggestions regarding the possible
existence of zero temperature quantum manifestations of liquid crystalline order.
These appeared at more or less the same time, although aimed at diﬀerent physical
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lium [18]. Balents and Nelson [19] investigated a smectic phase in ﬂux systems and its
quantum analogue. Kivelson et al. [20] advanced the possible existence of smectic
and nematic orders in cuprate superconductors, shortly thereafter followed by sug-
gestions regarding smectic and nematic quantum Hall stripe phases [21] (see also
[22,23]). Viewed from a broader perspective, these ideas are part of the current de-
velopment in condensed matter physics to search for quantum ﬂuids which are cor-
related to a degree that the conventional quantum gas perspective (Fermi-liquids, the
Bogoliubov Bose-gas, BCS theory) is no longer relevant. Instead, it might be more
appropriate to view such systems as on the verge of becoming ordered (ﬂuctuating
order, in the context of high Tc superconductivity see [24,25]). In a broader sense,
one might want to equate this ﬂuctuating order to duality, as all that exists is order
and the disorder derivatives of order. All degrees of freedom are of a collective kind
and the system at long distances has completely forgotten about the microscopic
constituents (like the electrons, Cooper pairs).
As we will discuss in detail, ﬂuctuating order acquires a very precise meaning in
the context of the quantum melting of a crystal. We will in this paper develop the
theory of quantum liquids which are in a literal way derivatives from the collective
ﬁelds of the solid: the Goldstone modes (phonons), and the topological defects (dis-
locations, disclinations). In a precise way, our construct exaggerates the orderly na-
ture of matter to an extent that the limiting case we describe cannot be realized
literally in any condensed matter system. The degrees of freedom of the constituent
particles (the interstitials; the cooper pairs, He atoms, etc.) are not included in this
theory. However, the case can be made that the degrees of freedom of the interstitials
are liberated at the moment that the solid undergoes quantum melting. These degrees
of freedom are of relevance for the long wavelength physics, while they are not an
intrinsic part of the ﬁeld theoretic description. This is a main short coming of our
approach and the reader should view it as an exposition of an unphysical limit which
can nevertheless be closely approached, at least in principle. It should also be re-
garded as complementary to much of the existing work on quantum liquid crystals
which has a (implicit) focus on the physics associated with the interstitials
[17,19,20,26,27]. This also includes D.-H. Lees stripe-superconductivity duality
[28] which is also of the interstitial kind, and obviously the rich body of work explic-
itly dealing with supersolid physics [29–32].
Besides the neglect of interstitial excitations, there are a number of other limita-
tions to this work. Most importantly, we limit ourselves to bosonic matter, for the
usual reason that we do not know how to deal with the fermionic minus signs (see
[33] for some intriguing results on fermionic liquid crystals). The other limitations
are less essential and are motivated by technicalities. We limit ourselves to 2+ 1 di-
mensions because dislocations and disclinations are particle-like in this dimension,
and the general form of the disorder ﬁeld theory is fully understood. In 3+ 1 dimen-
sions the defects are strings (dislocation, disclination loops in 3D space). Although
there is every reason to expect that the outcomes will be qualitatively the same, it
is not known how to construct string condensates explicitly because of the lack of
a second quantized formalism. Next, our focus will be entirely on the nematic states,
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paper limited. We do not address therefore in any detail the disorder condensates as-
sociated with the proliferation of disclinations. In fact, because rotations are Abelian
in two spatial dimensions, not much interesting is expected to happen when disclina-
tions proliferate, as associated with the melting of the quantum nematics into the iso-
tropic state. This is diﬀerent in three spatial dimensions where the non-abelian nature
of the rotational group comes into play leading to interesting braiding and multiplic-
ity of the disclinations structures. Mathematical methods in the form of quantum
double symmetries recently emerged allowing a possible systematic investigation of
such topological structures [34], and we defer this to a future study. Finally, we limit
ourselves to the theory of the isotropic quantum-elastic medium (i.e., showing global
rotational invariance, no crystal faces) and this is merely for convenience. Our ﬁnd-
ings are easily generalized to any 2D space group.
Within these limitations, there is much to be discovered. In technical regards, we
rest strongly on the mathematical methodology developed by Kleinert [2]. Our work
can be viewed as an application of his methods in a somewhat altered context, and
we will review this methodology in some detail in Section 2 to make this paper self-
contained. At the core of this methodology is the realization that the universe of dis-
locations and disclinations is governed by gauge ﬁelds. The defects act like sources in
electromagnetism, exerting long range forces on each other by the exchange of pho-
tons. It is, in itself, an entertaining exercise to rewrite the familiar physics of dynam-
ical phonons in the language of stress photons residing in 2+ 1D space–time as we
discuss in Sections 4 and 5. These stress photons become quite meaningful when the
solid quantum-melts due to the proliferation- and Bose condensation of the disloca-
tions. The dislocations carry shear stress charge and the eﬀect is that together with
the stress-gauge ﬁelds the analogue of an electromagnetically charged superconduc-
tor emerges. This exhibits a Meissner eﬀect (Higgs phenomenon) causing the shear
stress photons to become massive. This represents the physical fact that in the ﬂuid
the shear rigidity associated with the elastic state becomes short ranged.
The informed reader will recognize the similarity with vortex duality. However, in
two regards the dislocation condensate is radically diﬀerent and more interesting
than the vortex condensate. First, vortices carry scalar charges while dislocations
carry vectorial charges, the Burgers vectors. Under the condition that the disclina-
tions are massive, this vectorial nature of the charge does not pose a diﬃculty be-
cause the governing symmetry stays Abelian (pure translations). The Burgers
vectors can be viewed as additional degrees of freedom, responsible for the various
forms of nematic order. In Section 3 we will develop the basic formalism underlying
the duality. We ﬁnd that besides the conventional form of nematic order (breaking
spatial rotational symmetry, the 2 + 1D generalization of the hexatic of 2D), a purely
topological form of nematic order is to be expected: although rotational symmetry is
unbroken, disclinations are still massive. This Coulomb nematic was predicted on
diﬀerent grounds some time ago by Lammert et al. [3] and we ﬁnd a natural physical
interpretation for it in our duality framework.
The other novelty refers to a very special phenomenon only occurring on the
dynamical level, involving the time axis. On the quantum level this becomes most
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the fact well known to metallurgists [12] that dislocations can only propagate in the
direction of their Burgers vector. This glide constraint plays a central role in the re-
mainder and it renders our theory to be a real quantum theory, having no classical
analogy.
Glide has a remarkably deep meaning. We will prove that the glide constraint is a
necessary condition for the decoupling of compressional stress from the dislocation
currents. This has far reaching consequences. It is a textbook wisdom that transla-
tional symmetry breaking is associated with long range shear rigidity. Upon melting
the solid, the medium loses its capacity to transmit shear forces. However, liquids
still carry sound, meaning that they are characterized by a massless compression
mode. On the quantum level, glide is needed to protect this compression mode
against the dislocation condensate!
A ﬁrst direct consequence of glide is that the nematic breaking rotational symme-
try turns into a state which in a special sense is more like a smectic, as will be dis-
cussed in Section 8. The director order correspond with a rotational order of the
Burgers vectors, and these in turn direct the superﬂuid dislocation currents into
one particular direction. This has the implication that the shear Higgs gap vanishes
in the direction exactly perpendicular to the director where the phonons of the solid
re-emerge.
We perceive the other consequence of glide as of a great general importance. We
will derive the excitation spectrum of the dislocation condensate explicitly and this
will turn out to be of a quite universal form (Sections 6 and 7). Besides an overall
scale vector (phonon velocity), it is completely determined by the Poisson ratio
and a single length, the shear penetration depth. It consists of two massive shear
modes and, in addition, a massless mode which is purely compressional.
In textbooks on quantum ﬂuids, the emphasis is on the concept of oﬀ-diagonal
long range order (ODLRO) as introduced by Penrose to understand the fundamental
nature of the superﬂuid state. However, this way of thinking rests in last instance on
the continuation to the bose gas limit and the present ﬁeld theory is explicitly con-
structed so that this adiabatic connection is disrupted. However, Landau [35] and
Feynman [36] constructed an alternative, purely hydrodynamical description of su-
perﬂuidity. As we will discuss in detail in Section 7.3, this rests on the assumption
that the superﬂuid is characterized by an isolated, propagating compression mode
(phonon) in the scaling limit. This is consistent with the ODLRO in the Bose-
gas. However, the present ﬁeld theory shows that the Landau/Feynman hydrody-
namic theory is in a sense incomplete. Without referral to microscopics it turns
out to be possible to precisely specify in hydrodynamical terms where the propagat-
ing compression is coming from:it is suﬃcient condition for the existence of the superﬂuid state that a solid looses its rigidity
to shear stresses due to condensation of dislocations.This is just what is happening in the present ﬁeld theory. The dislocation conden-
sate is characterized by an isolated massless compression mode, and according to hy-
drodynamics it has to be a superﬂuid. However, it is a superﬂuid which is not based
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standing of superﬂuidity is more general than the one based on ODLRO, because
we have identiﬁed a superﬂuid which is disconnected from the Bose-gas limit!
A next issue is what happens when electromagnetism is coupled in, i.e., consider-
ing the duality for an electromagnetically charged (Wigner) bosonic crystal. If the
dual is indeed a superﬂuid, the charged case should exhibit an electromagnetic Mei-
ssner eﬀect. General hydrodynamical arguments are available demonstrating that
our superﬂuid should turn into an electromagnetic Meissner–Higgs state. These
are of a much more recent origin. In 1989 Wen and Zee [37] demonstrated that
the presence of an isolated massless compression mode in the neutral case is suﬃcient
condition for the appearance of a Meissner–Higgs state when electromagnetism is
coupled in. This argument rests on duality: the compression mode can be dualized
in a pair of compression stress photons (see Section 3.5) which are coupled to EM
photons. Integrating the former yields a Higgs mass gap for the latter.
Although consistent with the Wen–Zee theorem, we ﬁnd that in the full elastic du-
ality a EM Higgs mass is generated by yet a diﬀerent mechanism. We percieve this as
of great general importance and this counterintuitive aﬀair is presented in Section 10.
By just coupling the electrical ﬁelds to the displacement ﬁelds of the Wigner crystal,
we ﬁnd that a miracle occurs upon dualizing to a stress-photon representation. Au-
tomatically, a Meissner term appears acting on the electromagnetic vector potentials.
At ﬁrst sight, it appears as if the crystal is already exhibiting a Meissner eﬀect yet this
is not quite the case. The electromagnetic photons are linearly coupled to the stress
photons. Upon integrating these out, a counter electromagnetic Meissner term is
generated which is exactly cancelling the bare Meissner. However, for this compen-
sation to work, the shear photon needs to be massless. When the shear-mass becomes
ﬁnite because of the dislocation condensate this compensation is no longer complete
and the system turns into a superconductor. In summary, in the stress-gauge ﬁeld
representation, the Meissner eﬀect lies in hide in the solid to get liberated in the su-
perconductor because shear rigidity becomes short range.
It appears that this mechanism is of a most general nature. The speciﬁcs of the
nematic states etc. do not enter the arguments leading to these conclusions in any
obvious way. In fact, we are under the impression that it oﬀers a deep, hydrodynam-
ical, insight into the nature of superconductivity, and the Higgs phenomenon in gen-
eral. Giving matters a further thought, it appears that this mechanism is in not at all
conﬂicting with the usual understanding in terms of oﬀ-diagonal long range order in
terms of the constituent bosons. The latter is just a special case of the former, derived
from the gas limit where the shear length is vanishingly small.
To further emphasize this issue, we ask under what circumstance can one see the
diﬀerence between the conventional superconductor and our order superconductor.
The answer is that the superconductor is characterized by two length scales: the mag-
netic penetration depth and the shear penetration depth. In the conventional descrip-
tion the latter is just ignored. However, in our formalism the shear length takes a
central role and we can study explicitly what happens when the shear-length exceeds
the bare magnetic penetration depth. We ﬁnd new physics (Section 9). In this regime
the eﬀective penetration depth turns into the geometrical mean of the shear- and bare
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acquires poles with real parts leading to oscillating magnetic screening currents.
Upon entering the superconductor one ﬁnds a pattern of screening and anti-screen-
ing currents.
Finally, we will conclude this paper with a discussion of potential ramiﬁcations of
our work in both the condensed matter- and cosmological context (Section 10).2. General considerations: elasticity as a genuine ﬁeld theory
The theory of elasticity is, of course, overly well known. Here we will interpret it
as a literal quantum ﬁeld theory. In doing so, the theory acquires the status of a toy
model which might be good enough to reveal some most general features but it can-
not be applied literally to any circumstance encountered in nature. The theory de-
scribes the long wavelength collective behaviors of crystals: matter spontaneously
breaks spatial rotations and translations down to a lattice group. Historically, it is
the ﬁrst emergent ﬁeld theory which was discovered. In a much more modern set-
ting, it is fascinating that it can be reformulated in a diﬀerential geometric language,
with the outcome that at least the 3D isotropic theory turns out to be Einstein–Car-
tan gravity in 2+ 1D, with the disclinations and dislocations taking the role of cur-
vature- and torsion sources, respectively [2,38–40]. In part motivated by the present
work, interesting connections with quantum gravity have been discussed in a recent
paper by Kleinert and one of the authors [JZ] [41]. Except for a short discussion in
the conclusion section, we will ignore these aspects and instead focus on 2+ 1D
quantum elasticity. This theory remembers its origin in the physics of non-relativistic
particles with the consequence that Lorentz invariance is badly broken: the world-
lines of non-relativistic particles are incompressible along the time direction and this
fact is remembered by the long wavelength theory.
2.1. Some basics and deﬁnitions
Let us ﬁrst summarize some basics of elasticity theory [2,11], to remind the reader
and to introduce notations. Starting with the crystal, the theory is derived by assert-
ing that constituent particle n has a equilibrium position ~xn, and a real coordinate
~x0n ¼~xn þ~un (Fig. 1). Strictly speaking~un should be ﬁnite in order to have a meaning-
ful continuum limit. At distances large compared to the lattice constant a, one can
deﬁne a displacement ﬁeld~uð~x; sÞ such that~x0ðsÞ ¼~xðsÞ þ~uð~x; sÞ (s is imaginary time;
~u ¼ ðux; uyÞ; the Latin labels  a; b; . . . refer to space coordinates; Greek labels
 l; m; . . . refer to space–time; Einstein summation conventions are used every-
where). The distance vector between two material points at~x and~y is changed from
d~x ¼~x~y to dx0a ¼ dxa þ obuadxa, and its length from dr ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d~x2
p
to dr0 ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d~x2 þ 2wabdxadxb
p
where the strain tensor wab is in linear approximation,wab ¼ 1
2
obua
 þ oaub: ð1Þ
Fig. 1. In a crystal, the positions of atoms (or electrons, Cooper pairs etc., the black dots) can be
uniquely related to equilibrium positions forming a regular pattern (open circles) by displacements ~u.
A requirement for the crystal to exist is that the displacement ﬁeld ~uð~x; tÞ is non-singular.
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cause the elastic action can only depend on the diﬀerences dl dl0. For fundamental
geometrical reasons, this tensor is symmetric in the spatial indices. The part anti-
symmetric in the space indices corresponding with the rotational ﬁeld, in 2+ 1D,xs ¼ 1
2
saboaub ¼ 1
2
oxuy
  oyux ð2Þcannot enter the action as ðxsÞ2 does not respect rotational invariance. Nevertheless,
upon considering higher orders in the gradient expansion (second gradient elastic-
ity, see [2]) terms of the formS 
Z
dXn2RCRðoaxsÞ2 ð3Þwill be encountered in the action. These invariants express the rotational stiﬀness of
the elastic medium. However, as compared to the leading order (ﬁrst gradient
elasticity), invariants  w2ab, these involve two extra gradients meaning that this
rotational stiﬀness becomes only observable at length scales smaller than the length
nR. Hence, it is of no consequence to the long wavelength dynamics, but as we will
see later, the ﬁniteness of such terms is suﬃcient condition for the existence of ne-
matic states.
For notational purposes, we will adopt the following convention. Asymmetric
tensor ﬁelds are written asF al ¼ olua; ð4Þ
such that, for instance, _ux ¼ osux ¼ wxs, etc. The symmetrized ﬁelds are written asFab ¼ 1
2
ðoaub þ obuaÞ ¼ 1
2
wba
 þ wab ð5ÞIn the leading order gradient expansion, the (Euclidean) action should be  w2.
As no displacements in the time direction are allowed (us ¼ 0) the kinetic energy den-
sity is simply  q
2
ðosuaÞ2 ¼  q2 ðwasÞ2, while the potential energy density Cabcdwbawdc
where the Cs are the elastic moduli, and the theory of quantum elasticity becomes
in Euclidean path integral form,
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Z
Duaeð1=hÞSelas ;
Selas ¼
Z
dX
1
2
Cabcdwbaw
d
c

þ q
2
was
 2
;
ð6Þwhere dX ¼ d2xds is the 2+ 1D Euclidean space–time volume element. In the re-
mainder, we will set h ¼ 1 and consider most of the time just the form of the action S,
leaving the path-integration (including the measures) implicit.
Let us now specialize to the theory of isotropic elasticity, describing the elastic me-
dium which is invariant under global spatial rotations. This isotropic elasticity is the
standard theory used by metallurgists for the reason that metals like steel are amor-
phous on macroscopic scales. For single crystals this is not a valid assumption, ex-
cept for the 2D closed packed triangular crystal where, for accidental reasons, the
gradient expansion yields the isotropic theory. We focus on this particular case, be-
cause it is the most basic and our ﬁndings are easily generalized to the less symmetric
cases.
The isotropic medium can be parameterized in terms of two independent moduli:
the compression- and shear moduli j and l, respectively. j parameterizes the response
associated with uniform compression, while shear (l) is associated with the response
arising from moving opposite sides of the medium in opposite directions. Compres-
sional rigidity is universal in interacting non-relativistic matter. Shear is the rigidity
exclusively associated with the breaking of translational invariance. The two respec-
tive compression and shear moduli are related to the Poisson ratio m viaj ¼ l 1þ m
1 m ; ð7Þand the potential energy density can be compactly written asLpot ¼ l
X
ab
w2ab
0@ þ m
1 m
X
a
waa
 !21A; ð8Þ
using explicit summations for clarity. Combining this with the kinetic energy, we
obtainS ¼ l
Z
dX wxx
 2" þ wyx 2 þ wxy 2 þ wyy 2 þ 1c2ph wxs 2

þ wys
 2
þ m
1 m w
x
x

þ wyy
2#
; ð9Þwhere the phonon velocityc2ph ¼
2l
q
: ð10ÞIn the remainder we set this velocity to one, unless stated otherwise. Time is mea-
sured in units of length, with cph being the conversion factor.
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action is diagonalized by a transversal-longitudinal (T ; L) projection of the Fourier
components ua of the displacement ﬁelds,ux ¼ q^xuL þ q^yuT ;
uy ¼ q^yuL  q^xuT ;
ð11Þwhere ~^q ¼ ðq^x; q^yÞ is the unit vector in momentum space. The end result isS ¼ l
Z
d2qdx
q2
2

þ x2
	
juT j2 þ q
2
1 m

þ x2
	
juLj2

ð12Þand one directly recognizes the transversal and longitudinal acoustic phonons
propagating with velocities cT ¼ cph=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃl=qp and cL ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2l=ð1 mÞqp , respec-
tively.
Finally, for future use, let us consider the longitudinal and transversal strain prop-
agators, associated with the dynamical form factor as measured in, e.g., neutron
scattering. The propagators are deﬁned as usual (see Appendix D) and the longitu-
dinal (L) and transversal (T ) propagators are,GL ¼ q2hhq^xux þ q^yuy jq^xux þ q^yuyii;
GT ¼ q2hhq^yux  q^xuy jq^yux  q^xuyii;
G ¼ GL þ GT ;
ð13Þwhere G is the total propagator. It immediately follows thatGL ¼ 1l
q2
ðq2=ð1 mÞÞ þ x2 ;
GT ¼ 1l
ðq2=2Þ
ðq2=2Þ þ x2
ð14Þdescribing the phonon poles.
2.2. The singularities
Thus far we reviewed the simple theory of phonons. Matters become more inter-
esting considering how this medium can be destroyed. As long as the displacement
ﬁeld is ﬁnite, we can uniquely associate a particular particle to a particular site in
the crystal such that translational invariance remains broken, and quantum elasticity
remains asymptotically exact because of Goldstone protection. Hence, the question
concerns the nature of the singularities of the displacement ﬁelds. These come in two
classes, the non-topological interstitial excitations and the topological dislocations
and disclinations:
(i) The non-topological defects—vacancies and interstitials. An individual particle
can meander away from its lattice position, leaving behind a vacancy and moving via
interstitial positions inﬁnitely far away from its original location (Fig. 2). The dis-
placement ~un of this particular particle becomes inﬁnite, but the continuum ﬁeld
Fig. 2. Individual atoms can leave their equilibrium positions, leaving behind a vacancy-interstitial pair,
called in this paper interstitial. These point-like defects cannot be avoided at any ﬁnite temperature while
at zero temperature their condensation causes the supersolid. As in other pictures, the lines just refer to
rows of atoms.
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Hence, interstitials live outside the realm of ﬁeld theory, and separate degrees of
freedom have to be introduced to keep track of their physics. Since interstitials
and vacancies are point particles carrying a ﬁnite mass, they will always occur at a
non-zero temperature. Therefore, a real crystal at room temperature is in fact a
gas of interstitials coexisting with the ideal crystal. This coexistence is possible be-
cause the interstitials just dilute the crystal, decreasing the amplitude of the order
parameter, and only at a density of order unity a transition will follow to a ﬂuid
state. At zero temperature, matters are more sharply deﬁned. At small coupling con-
stant, interstitial-vacancy pairs will only occur as virtual excitations, forming closed
loops in space–time, and the crystal has a precise deﬁnition. At a critical coupling
constant these loops will blow out and interstitials will proliferate in the vacuum.
The system turns into a superposition of a crystal and a quantum gas of interstitials.
If these are bosons, the gas of interstitials will Bose condense and a supersolid will
form. Finally, a transition follows where the amplitude of the crystal order param-
eter tends to zero and an isotropic superﬂuid will form (Fig. 3).
Although quite popular in condensed matter physics (e.g. [4,28–32]), this super-
solid alley is not generic. In order for this to work, interstitials should have a small
mass relative to their topological competitors, and this is in practice only possible in
the presence of strong Umklapp scattering. Strong interactions between the bosons
and an external potential are needed, and these ingredients are wired in popular toy
models like the Bose–Hubbard model.
(ii) The topological excitations occurring in the elastic medium are the disloca-
tions and disclinations, associated with the restoration of translational- and rota-
tional invariance, respectively. These are both point-particle-like in 2+ 1D
suggesting that their associated disorder ﬁeld theories are relatively simple—in fact
Fig. 3. The generic phase diagram of a system of bosons subjected to a lattice potential. When the kinetic
energy is small (small coupling constant) the Bosons will localize forming a Mott-insulating state. Upon
increasing the kinetic energy, a transition will follow into the superﬂuid state. However, under the right
conditions (ﬁnite thermodynamic potential, ﬁnite range interactions) it might well happen that in between
the Mott state and the superﬂuid a coexistence regime emerges: the supersolid, which can be viewed as a
coexistence of a crystal and a Bose-gas of interstitials.
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by Kleinert [2], the tensorial nature of the theory complicates matters greatly: for in-
stance, the observation that the full disorder theory has to do with Einstein–Cartan
gravity. Contrary to the interstitials, the topological singularities are a natural part
of the full ﬁeld theory, and they enumerate the singularities of the continuum dis-
placement ﬁelds~u. The topological invariants in 2 + 1D of the dislocation (the Burger
two component vector~n ¼ ðnx; nyÞ ¼ jnjðn^x; n^yÞ, ~^n being the unit vector) and the dis-
clination (the Franck scalar X) can be deﬁned through circuit integrals (Fig. 4),I
dua ¼ na;
I
dxR ¼ X; ð15Þwhere xR ¼ 12ð ~r~uÞ, the rotation of ~u on the time slice (Eq. (2)). Using Stokes
theorem, these can be written as (tensorial) dislocation- (Jal ) and disclination currents
(Il) asJal ¼ lmkomokua; Il ¼ lmkomokxR: ð16Þ
These topological currents are not independent (the proper current is the defect
density, see Section 3.3). Amongst others, the disclination can be seen as a bound
state of dislocations with parallel Burger vectors, while at the same time dislocations
can be regarded as bound disclination- anti-disclination pairs. Disclinations act as
sources for dislocations,olJal ¼ eamIm; ð17Þ
with eam the 2D anti-symmetric tensor.
Disclinations are the bad players, greatly complicating the theory. Two simple
statements can be made directly. When dislocations and/or disclinations proliferate
Fig. 4. As before, for convenience, the crystal lattice is encoded in lines referring to rows of atoms. A
dislocation corresponds with a half inﬁnite row of atoms coming to and end somewhere in the solid. It
is the topological defect associated with translations and its topological charge is clearly directional (the
Burgers vector). The disclination is associated with a rotation and it can be viewed as a wedge of additional
matter inserted by a Voltera process. Alternatively, it can be viewed as a bound state of dislocations with
parallel Burgers vector. By inserting test dislocations one infers that their Burgers vector is transported as
if a curvature source resides at the disclination core. The opening angle corresponds with its topological
charge, the Franck scalar (in 2+ 1D).
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ture. Further, when they proliferate together the phase transition will, under all cir-
cumstances, be ﬁrst order. One might want to view conventional solid–liquid
transitions in this way yet this notion is not very useful as the transition is strongly
ﬁrst order and the physics stays near the lattice constant, rendering ﬁeld theory
meaningless.
Our central assumption is that a regime exists where disclinations continue to be
massive excitations, even when dislocations proliferate. If this is the case, it follows
from Eq. (17) that the dislocation currents are conserved,olJal ¼ 0: ð18Þ
This Bianchi identity simpliﬁes the theory to such an extent that it becomes com-
pletely tractable. The theory describing the proliferation of dislocations becomes a
straightforward extension of the well known Abelian–Higgs duality, reviewed in Ap-
pendix A. By deﬁnition, we call disordered states satisfying this topological condi-
tion nematic (quantum) ﬂuids.
The ﬁrst gradient theory Eq.(9) governing the long wavelengths regime cannot
supply the ingredients needed to distinguish the dislocation and disclination masses.
The reason is discussed in Section 2.1. The lowest order theory does not allow an in-
variant expressing rigidity associated with rotations. According to Eq. (3), such a ri-
gidity shows up ﬁrst in second gradient elasticity and starts to exert its inﬂuences at
length scales less than the length nR. Since disclinations are rotational defects one
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[2] shows, this is indeed the case and he demonstrates that a suﬃciently large rotational
stiﬀness CR is suﬃcient condition for the existence of a nematic regime where Eq. (18)
is obeyed. This shows that nematic states are entities which can be addressed within
continuum ﬁeld theory. In condensed matter physics, however, the issue will be
decided by the speciﬁcs of the physics at the lattice constant. It is questionable if the
right conditions are ever met starting with a closed pack lattice of spherical particles
interacting via van der Waals forces—the existence of a (super) hexatic state in
2+ 1D Helium is still subject of controversy [2]. On the other hand, as Kivelson et al.
pointed out, this might be quite diﬀerent starting out with the strongly anisotropic
stripe-crystals as found in high Tc cuprates and quantum–Hall systems [20].
Let us assume that the right microscopic conditions are present. In addition, it ap-
pears to be necessary to explicitly forbid interstitials in order to keep full control of
the theory. Under these circumstances, one expects a phase diagram with a topology
as indicated in Fig. 5. When the rotational stiﬀness is to small, a ﬁrst order transition
from the crystal to the isotropic quantum ﬂuid should occur when the coupling con-
stant increases. In the ﬁeld theory, this isotropic ﬂuid corresponds with a combined
dislocation/disclination (defect) condensate. Upon increasing the rotational stiﬀ-
ness, a tricritical point will occur where the ﬁrst order line bifurcates in two second
order lines. The crystal ﬁrst melts into a nematic ﬂuid, corresponding with a disloca-
tion condensate, and at a larger coupling constant a transition follows to the isotro-
pic ﬂuid. This is of course nothing else than the straightforward extension of the
KTNHY theory of 2D classical melting [1] to the zero-temperature, 2 + 1D quantum
melting context.
This phase diagram is not surprising, and it should be taken as an input for what
follows. At this stage, it should come as a surprise to the reader that we call both theFig. 5. The generic phase diagram associated with 2+1D Bosonic matter, assuming that the ﬁeld theoretic
description based on quantum elasticity is of relevance. When the rotational stiﬀness is small a ﬁrst order
transition from the crystal directly into the superﬂuid is expected, corresponding with a simultaneous Bose
condensation of dislocations and disclinations (or better condensation of defects). Upon increasing the
rotational stiﬀness, disclinations become expensive and at intermediate coupling constants a disloca-
tion-only condensate will emerge. These are the nematic superﬂuids which are at the focus of this paper.
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Fig. 6. A reﬁnement of the phase diagram Fig. 5 based on the dual disorder ﬁeld theory described in this
section. The nematic states are associated with Bose condensate of dislocations having a primary order
parameter hjWji. In addition, the states are characterized by a secondary director order parameter
hjQabji which is referring to the breaking of space-rotational invariance. In the dislocation condensate
the director might (ordered nematic) or might not (topological nematic) acquire an expectation value.
In both cases the disclinations are massive, condensing only at the phase boundary with the isotropic su-
perﬂuid. This oﬀers an explanation of the states ﬁrst identiﬁed by Lammert et al. [3] using abstract gauge
theoretical arguments.
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matic reﬂex to associate the superﬂuid to the presence of interstitials coexisting with
the topological condensates (e.g. [17]), and we are considering the situation where
interstitials are explicitly forbidden. A main aim of this work will be to prove that
the pure dislocation condensate is at the same time a conventional superﬂuid (Sec-
tions 6 and 9). The other novelty is associated with the precise nature of the nematic
regime. Again under the condition that interstitials are excluded, we will ﬁnd two dis-
tinct nematic phases (Fig. 6): a phase displaying topological nematic order which
does not break rotational invariance, and a phase which does break rotational in-
variance. The latter is, in a sense which will be explained, a quantum smectic. How-
ever, it is distinctly diﬀerent from the quantum smectic or sliding phases discovered
by Kivelson et al. [20,26]. The latter occur under special strong Umklapp conditions
and their ﬂuid characteristics reﬂect the motions of interstitials. Our quantum smec-
tic originates in topology and the special dynamical condition of glide, introduced in
the next section.3. Duality in elasticity: the fundamentals
After these preliminaries, we now arrive at the core of our paper. In this section
we will introduce the basic ingredients. To address the quantum dynamics in 2 + 1D
we need a systematic mathematical formalism and, in this regard, we rely heavily on
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familiar dynamical phonons (Goldstone modes associated with crystalline order)
into a gauge-theoretical stress-photon representation. Instead of the familiar pho-
non ﬁelds expressed in inﬁnitesimal displacements one ﬁnds instead that the motions
are parameterized in terms of non-compact Uð1Þ gauge ﬁelds carrying a number of
distinct ﬂavors referring to Burgers vector components. We are actually not aware of
an explicit treatment of the theory of stress-photons in the context of 2+ 1D quan-
tum elasticity and we will dedicate Sections 4 and 5 to a detailed analysis of this
counterintuitive aﬀair. The advantage of this unfamiliar representation is that the
dislocations act as sources for the stress photons, and the description of interacting
dislocation matter turns into a straightforward extension of electromagnetism (Sec-
tion 3.2). Accordingly, the ﬂuid state realized as the dislocations spontaneously pro-
liferate turns into a Bose-condensate of particles carrying stress charge and this will
turn out to be a close analogy of the electromagnetic Meissner–Higgs state (Section
3.3). A novelty is that the dislocation currents and stress gauge ﬁelds carry the Burg-
ers ﬂavors. In Section 3.3 we present a ﬁrst main result: using general symmetry
principles we derive the disorder ﬁeld theory describing the collective behaviors of
dislocation matter. Conventional nematic order (breaking of space-rotational sym-
metry by a director order parameter) follows straightforwardly. However, depending
on microscopic conditions, also a nematic state is possible which is characterized by
a mere topological order. This is discussed in Section 3.4 where we establish the con-
nection with the Ising gauge-theory of Lammert et al. [3]. Last but not least, in Sec-
tion 3.5 we introduce the ﬁnal ingredient which will play a central role in the
quantum theory: the glide principle. We will present in this section the proof for
the surprising fact that the glide constraint is equivalent to the requirement that
translational symmetry breaking leads to the emergence of shear rigidity, leaving
compression rigidity unaﬀected. After the technical Sections 4 and 5, these various
ingredients will be brought together in Section 6 where the true nature of the nematic
duals will be exposed.
3.1. General considerations
We will demonstrate that under the assumptions discussed in the previous section,
the transition between the elastic medium and the nematic superﬂuids is governed in
the scaling limit by a straightforward extension of the well known Abelian–Higgs du-
ality (e.g., see [7] and Appendices A and B). This turns out to be a feat of symmetry.
Abelian–Higgs duality is associated with the quantum phase transition associated
with a simple phase degree of freedom (global Oð2Þ symmetry), and it demonstrates
that the Uð1Þ Meissner phase in 2+ 1D is dual to XY order. Among others, it de-
scribes the quantum phase transition between the superﬂuid and the Bose Mott-in-
sulator. The theory of quantum elasticity is, because of its tensorial nature, far more
complicated. However, these complications are not essential so long as disclinations
are avoided. Dislocations are just about translations and their Abelian nature makes
possible that the theory describing the proliferation of dislocations simpliﬁes dramat-
ically, to turn into a Abelian–Higgs duality in disguise.
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tions are associated with the destruction of this order. The Abelian–Higgs duality
(see Appendix A) rests on a simple transformation showing that the vortices associ-
ated with Oð2Þ (XY ) long range order in 2+ 1D can as well be viewed as particles car-
rying electrical charge, interacting with each other via Uð1Þ gauge bosons (photons)
parameterizing the long range interactions between the vortices mediated by the spin
waves (Goldstone bosons). Hence, non-compact electromagnetism in 2+ 1D can be
seen literally as just a reparametrization of the physics of global Oð2Þ (dis)order.
Starting out with a small coupling constant in the global Oð2Þ universe, vortices
are massive excitations appearing as vortex–anti-vortex pairs (closed loops in
space–time). Upon increasing the coupling constant these loops grow until they be-
come as large as the size of the system. At this point, the vortices become real exci-
tations proliferating in the vacuum. This corresponds with the quantum phase
transition to the disordered, symmetrical state of the Oð2Þ system. However, because
in the dual universe vortices are just bosonic particles carrying an electrical charge
mediated by photons, nothing prohibits the dual particles to Bose condense, and this
corresponds with a Meissner state because the dual system is Uð1Þ gauged. The gen-
eral lesson is that order and disorder are just a matter of viewpoint. An observer hav-
ing machinery allowing him to measure the XY degrees of freedom will insist that his/
her spins break symmetry spontaneously at low coupling constant with symmetry re-
stored at large coupling constant. Alternatively, an experimentalist not knowing bet-
ter that electromagnetism exists, will insist that in his/her universe superconducting
order sets in at large coupling constant, getting destroyed upon decreasing the cou-
pling constant. We refer the reader unfamiliar with these notions to Appendices A
and B where we present a synopsis of this duality transformation.
Superﬁcially, the theory of (isotropic) quantum elasticity, Eq. (9), is quite similar
to the Oð2Þ quantum non-linear sigma model of Appendix A (Eq. A.2), with the dis-
placement ﬁelds ua of the former taking the role of the phase ﬁelds / of the latter. A
main diﬀerence is in the upper labels a, expressing that particles can move both
transversally and longitudinally relative to the propagation direction of the phonon,
while XY spins can only precess. However, considering matters more closely, the the-
ory is much richer. The reason is symmetry. The symmetry principle behind the the-
ory of elasticity is the breaking of the Euclidean group down to a lattice group (in
2+ 1D elasticity: Eð2Þ Oð2Þ, Eð2Þ is the 2D Euclidean group, Oð2Þ imaginary time
dimension). The latter correspond with an inﬁnite group formed from discrete lattice
translations- and rotations. In contrast to the XY problem, we are dealing here with
the complications of non-abelian symmetry.
The disclinations are the topological defects exclusively associated with transla-
tions, and translations commute. Disclinations carry the magnetic (dual) charges
associated with the rotations and the diﬃculties coming from the non-abelian nature
of the underlying symmetry become central when disclinations start to play a dynam-
ical role. Assuming that the disclination stay massive, the vacuum sector can be de-
scribed entirely in terms of the dislocations, and since these involve only translations
the theory is of an abelian nature and tractable in principle. The theory is still more
complicated than phase dynamics because dislocations carry vectorial charges (the
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alization Burgers vectors turn into labels ﬂavoring an abelian gauge theory with a
structure similar to the phase dynamics theory. Disclinations correspond with mas-
sive particles appearing as excitations relative to the nematic vacua, and their physics
is in principle remarkably complex. The richness associated with non-abelian duality
structures becomes manifest on this level [34] and we will leave this for future study.
3.2. From phonons to stress photons
Here we will present the ﬁrst step of the duality: re-parameterizing the phonons in
stress-photons and identifying the dislocations as sources. This is discussed at great
length in [2], and we just summarize here the main steps. These follow the same pat-
tern as the Abelian–Higgs duality summarized in Appendix A.
Starting with the action Eq. (9), we should take into account the defects that
might be present. The presence of defects renders the displacement ﬁeld conﬁgura-
tions to become multivalued. In analogy with vortices, these can be made explicit.
To this end we introduce plastic strain tensors,wal;P ¼ oluaMV ; ð19Þ
where uaMV singles out the multivalued (or singular) conﬁgurations. The elastic en-
ergy can only depend on the diﬀerence between the elastic strains and the plastic
strains. Hence, we should insert for the strains in Eq. (9) the total strain,wal;tot ¼ wal  wal;P : ð20Þ
We now rewrite Eq. (9) in terms of the asymmetric strains wal;tot, keeping implicit
the condition that only the spatially symmetric strains enter the action. Next, we in-
troduce auxiliary ﬁelds ral and apply the Hubbard–Stratanovich transformation to
Eq. (9),Z ¼
Z
Dua
Z
Dral exp


Z
~L½ua; raldX

;
~L ¼  1
2
ralC
1
lmabr
b
m þ iral wal

 wal;P

: ð21ÞThe elastic strains wal correspond with the single valued displacement ﬁeld conﬁg-
urations. Accordingly,iralw
a
l ¼ iralolua;
¼ iuaolral:
ð22ÞThe derivative can be shifted as the ﬁelds are integrable. We observe that the
smooth ﬁelds ua just enter as a Lagrange multiplier. After an integration, a Bianchi
identity for the r ﬁelds follows:olral ¼ 0: ð23Þ
Thus these ﬁelds are conserved, independently, for every upper label a. The r
ﬁelds are none other than the familiar stress ﬁelds, and the above operation merely
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vation of stress. By including the time axis (l ¼ s), Eq. (23) automatically represents
the equations of motion.
Alternatively, the stress action can be obtained by varying the action with respect
to the strains,dS ¼ Clmabwaldwbm ; ð24Þ
and the stress ﬁelds are, by deﬁnition,rbm ¼
dS
dwbm
¼ Clmabwal: ð25ÞHence, stress can be directly expressed in terms of strain and this will turn out to
be quite useful on several occasions. Specializing to the isotropic 2+ 1-dimensional
case (h ¼ cph ¼ 1),
rab ¼ 2lwab þ ðj lÞdab wxx

þ wyy

; ras ¼ losua: ð26ÞA second constraint follows from the fact that only the strains symmetrical in the
space-indices enter the strain action. One has to add this as a constraint in the above
duality transformation and it follows immediately that the stress ﬁelds have to be
symmetric in the space-indices,rxy ¼ ryx: ð27Þ
This condition is known in the elasticity literature as the Ehrenfest theorem [11].
Following Kleinert, let us now depart from the classic treatise of elasticity by re-
alizing that, like in the Abelian–Higgs problem, the conservation law Eq. (23) implies
that the dynamics can be parameterized in terms of Uð1Þ gauge ﬁelds Bal. As com-
pared to the XY case, the diﬀerence is that these gauge ﬁelds now carry an additional
Burgers ﬂavor a ¼ x; y,ral ¼ lmkomBak: ð28Þ
We stress that these ﬁelds are not two-forms, but instead one-forms with addi-
tional internal degrees of freedom  a which suﬃce to keep track of the transla-
tions. In terms of the stress photons Bal, the theory of elasticity turns into a form
of electromagnetism ﬂavored by the Burgers labels,Z ¼
Z
DBald olBal
 
exp


Z
dXLdual0 Bal
 
;
Ldual0 ¼
1
2
lmkomBakC
1
ll0abl0m0k0om0B
b
k0
ð29Þexcluding the gauge volume in the measure. The Ehrenfest condition Eq. (27) should
also be imposed on the gauge ﬁelds,oyBys  osByy ¼ oxBxs þ osBxx: ð30Þ
Up to this point we have just re-parameterized the overly familiar theory of acous-
tic phonons in a theory describing force carrying gauge bosons. Although it is still a
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the familiar phonon representation. The next two sections are devoted to technical-
ities needed to uncover the physics in this mathematical construction. The advantage
becomes obvious considering the singularities.
We have yet to deal with the plastic strain tensors appearing in Eq. (21). These are
associated with multivalued displacement ﬁeld conﬁgurations uaP which may not be
integrated out,L1dual ¼ iralwal;P  iraloluaP ¼ ilmkomBakoluaP ¼ iBalJal : ð31Þ
The dislocation currents Jal ¼ lmkomokua (Eq. 16) are recognized as sources for the
stress gauge ﬁelds. In stress electromagnetism, the dislocations have the same role as
charge particles have in normal electromagnetism, at least in 2 + 1D. Elasticity, on
this level, is suﬃciently similar to the XY problem in 2+ 1D that the essence of Abe-
lian–Higgs duality is still applicable. The Goldstone modes dualize in gauge ﬁelds,
while the topological defects acquire the role of sources. Elasticity is richer in the re-
gard that the theory is ﬂavored by the Burgers labels, reﬂecting the fact that trans-
lations are more interesting than an internal Oð2Þ symmetry. However, although
these make the problem richer, they do not pose a problem of principle.
Another matter is that the above duality is suﬀering from the shortcoming that
the disclination currents are implicit; they just enter as sources for the dislocation
currents, Eq. (17). The disclinations can be made explicit in the formalism by using
the double curl gauge ﬁelds discovered by Kleinert [2]. Schematically, the stress ﬁelds
are parameterized by,ral ¼ lmkam0k0omom0hkk0 ; ð32Þ
where hlm are genuine two-forms. It is readily found that these ﬁelds are minimally
coupled to a source  ihlmglm where glm corresponds to a two-form called defect
density. This can be decomposed asglm ¼ gXlm þ
1
2
klaokJam
h
þ kmaokJal  lmaokJak
i
; ð33Þwhere the Jal s are the dislocation currents while g
X
lm corresponds with the full dis-
clination currents. In terms of these double curl ﬁelds the dynamics of disclinations
in the dislocation condensate can be directly addressed—see [41] for the Lorentz-
invariant case. One infers that at the moment that disclinations start to play a dy-
namical role there is a need for a diﬀerent kind of theory. However, imposing the
nematicity condition just means that disclinations can be neglected and under these
circumstances dislocations are just like ﬂavored vortices.3.3. The structure of the dual disorder ﬁeld theory
In the previous paragraphs we introduced a useful formalism for the description
of the physics of isolated (classical) dislocations. Dislocations are sources of kinetic
energy. These will occur in any crystal as virtual excitations in the form of closed
dislocation–anti-dislocation loops in space–time. Upon increasing the coupling
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will occur, signaling the transition to the quantum ﬂuid state. On the disordered side
of the phase transition, one is dealing with quantum matter composed from strongly
interacting defects, exhibiting a dual order. In the case of the Abelian–Higgs problem
this is just a Bose condensate of vortices exhibiting a dual Meissner eﬀect because of
the coupling to the dual photons. Resting on universality, this state is just described
by a dual Ginzburg–Landau–Wilson theory describing the disorder parameter dy-
namics corresponding with the superconducting order parameter expressing the oﬀ-
diagonal long range order of the vortices. In this section we will derive the form of
the universal disorder ﬁeld theory describing dislocation matter. To the best of our
knowledge our treatment is novel; from this point onward we depart from the estab-
lished wisdoms.
As compared to the vortices, disclination condensates are more complicated than
vortex condensates because both the stress gauge ﬁelds and the dislocation currents
are ﬂavored by the Burgers labels. However, these do not pose a fundamental prob-
lem as we will now show. As a consequence of the abelian nature of the translations,
the dislocation currents can be factorized,Jal ð~rÞ ¼ dð2Þl ðL;~rÞna; ð34Þ
where dð2Þl ðL;~rÞ is the line delta function specifying the locus of the dislocation
worldline in space–time~r, and na is the ath component of the Burgers vector. This
factorization makes possible to follow the standard strategy to obtain the eﬀective
Ginzburg–Landau disorder ﬁeld-theory describing the tangle of dislocation world-
lines in terms of a complex scalar G–L ﬁeld W ¼ jWjei/, with the interpretation that
jWj2 corresponds the density of dislocations in the condensate while the phase ﬁeld /
parameterizes the entanglement (see e.g. [7], Appendices A and B).
The minimal coupling between the dislocation currents and the stress gauge ﬁelds
can be written as (dX space–time volume element),SBJ ¼
Z
JalB
a
l dX ¼
Z
dð2Þl ðL;~rÞnaBal dX ¼
Z
naBal drl: ð35ÞThe canonical momentum follows immediately,Pl ¼ pl þ naBal: ð36Þ
We observe that the eﬀective gauge ﬁeld in the Hamiltonian formulation is just
~n ~Bl. This simple result is very important. As we are dealing with a line-entangle-
ment problem, the disorder ﬁeld theory should have the form of a Ginzburg–Lan-
dau–Wilson action. The kinetic part of this action should be  P 2. Upon the
substitution with pl ¼ iol this acts on some disorder ﬁeld W. In case one is dealing
with a vector order parameter theory based on an internal symmetry, the disorder
ﬁeld carries itself the vector labels  Wa (e.g., the soft spin parameterization of
non-linear sigma models). Here the situation is diﬀerent. The Burgers vectors them-
selves refer to space and a priori one cannot exclude that the covariant derivatives
would explicitly depend on the Burgers labels as well, such that these would act in
a non-trivial way on the order parameter ﬁeld Wa. Eq. (36), however, demonstrates
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vectors because of the product with the stress gauge ﬁelds. It just depends on the
space–time direction l.
This will become crucial when we develop further the disorder ﬁeld theory. We will
ﬁnd that the glide constraint (Section 3.5) has the unusual consequences that the dis-
location worldline loops are oriented in planes spend by the Burgers vector and the
time direction. One could be tempted to think that this would have the eﬀect that
the dual order parameter ﬁeld could become 1D. However, the above argument shows
that this is never the case: the ordering ﬁeld knows about the full embedding space. In
Appendix B these matters are analyzed from the loop gas perspective and the outcome
is fully consistent with the Landau style derivation of the previous paragraph.
Let us start out assuming that the ﬁeld acted on by the covariant derivatives is just
a simple complex scalar ﬁeld W. We ﬁnd for the piece of the disorder ﬁeld theory in-
volving the gauge ﬁelds,SLR ¼
Z
dX ol



  inaBalW


2 þ 12 ralc1lmabrbm

: ð37ÞIn addition, a mass term  m2jWj2 is present. The mass controls the size of the
dislocation loops. These have a ﬁnite length for m2 > 0, while the loops blow out
when m2 < 0. Finally, a term  wW4 has to be added describing the short range in-
teractions [7]. We observe that jJal j  jWjna with the implications that the Burgers
vectors enter the disorder ﬁeld theory like m2jWj2n2 bna bna þ wjWj4n4ð bnaÞ2ð bnbÞ2. In
the absence of disclinations one has however to impose the condition that in a ﬁnite
volume of space no ferromagnetic polarization of Burgers vectors can occur: Burg-
ers vectors have to be locally anti-parallel. The reason for this local charge neutrality
condition is topological. A ﬁnite uniform Burgers polarization corresponds with a
disclinations and these we assumed to be massive. The local Burgers vector neutral-
ity implies that the only allowed invariants are scalars and traceless tensors,Qab ¼ jnj2 n^an^b

 1
2
dab
	
: ð38ÞThese describe directors in 2D space, Oð2Þ vectors with head and tails identiﬁed.
Because Qab is traceless, the mass term cannot depend on it. It follows that the dis-
order ﬁeld theory has the form,SW ¼ SLR þ
Z
dX m2WjWj2
h
þ wWjWj4  rjWj4QabQba
i
: ð39ÞThe director sector associated with the Qabs should have its own dynamics. When
dislocations with anti-parallel Burgers vectors collide they might annihilate pairwise
and re-emerge with a diﬀerent overall director orientation. The director does not
commute with the Hamiltonian and is therefore subjected to ﬂuctuations. These
can be incorporated by adding,SQ ¼
Z
dX olQabolQba
h
þ m2QQabQba þ wQQabQbcQcdQda
i
ð40Þ
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spin representation. Since directors can only exist when the dislocations have pro-
liferated, one should impose that m2Q > 0 although the total mass m
2
Q  rjWj4 can
become negative ( r > 0 should be imposed). Notice that for the semi-circle direc-
tors of relevance to 2D space cubic invariants are forbidden while they are allowed
for the projective plane director order parameters of relevance to 3D space.
Using just the duality notion and symmetry principles, we have derived a descrip-
tion of nematic liquid crystalline order which is radically diﬀerent from the standard
interpretations found in textbooks on liquid crystals. In spirit it is of course quite
similar to the KTNHY-theory of melting in two classical dimensions [1]. It can be
viewed as a generalization of KTNHY to 2+ 1 quantum- or 3 classical dimensions
although in some essential regards our formulation is more complete. Most impor-
tantly, we arrive at a physical interpretation of the topological nematic order iden-
tiﬁed by Toner, Lammert, and Rokshar on basis of abstract gauge theoretical
arguments. This has been overlooked by KTNHY, and the possible existence of such
a state implies that the standard order parameter theory of nematic states is in essen-
tial regards incomplete and potentially misleading. Let us explain this in more detail.
3.4. The topological- or ‘Coulomb’ nematic
The order parameter theory for nematics was established in the early 1970s by de
Gennes and Prost [42], and it is of precisely the form Eq. (40). However, the physical
interpretation is entirely diﬀerent. The physical perspective is that of kinetic gas the-
ory. A gas of rod-like molecules is considered and it is assumed that potential energy
is gained at collisions when the long axis of the molecules line up. The Qs parame-
terize this size anisotropy and Eq. (40) follows after averaging. The macroscopic di-
rector order parameter reﬂects, in a direct way, the properties of the microscopic
constituents and the director is viewed as an internal symmetry (the orientations
of the molecules) detached from the symmetries of space–time. In the language of
this paper, it is a theory addressing the degrees of freedom of the interstitials.
Here we take the opposite perspective. The starting point is the state breaking the
space symmetries maximally (the crystal, elastic medium) and disordered states are
derivatives of this maximally ordered state. These correspond with condensates of
the topological excitations associated with the maximal order. Since crystalline order
involves the breaking of the Euclidean group down to a lattice group, the charges of
the topological excitations (Burgers-, Franck vectors) relate to the symmetries of
space itself, and the order parameters characterizing the partial orders refer to the
breaking of the space symmetries, and not to some internal symmetry. In this per-
spective liquid crystalline orders correspond with dual orders in terms of the disorder
parameters and these allow for a richer structure. KTNHY [1] follow, in essence, the
same path as we do but their attention is limited to the breaking of manifest symme-
tries (algebraic translational and algebraic rotational order in the solid and hexatic
phases, respectively). There is, however, yet another phase which can only be under-
stood in terms of the disorder parameter structure and is best called a state charac-
terized by topological nematic order.
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liquid characterized by massive disclinations carrying quantized, sharply deﬁned,
Franck vectors. This topological deﬁnition is more general than the usual deﬁnition
stating that a nematic state is one which is translationally invariant while it breaks
spontaneously rotational symmetry. It follows immediately from Eqs. (39) and
(40) that a state exists which is not breaking rotational invariance while it is a nema-
tic in the topological sense.
Let us consider Eqs. (39) and (40) in more detail. This theory only makes sense in
the parameter regime where W is the primary order parameter. The dislocation loops
have ﬁrst to blow out, and only when free dislocations occur at a ﬁnite density it is
meaningful to consider the order of their Burgers vectors. This implies that
wW  rjQj2 > 0 to assure stability, while m2Q > 0 in order to prevent the Qs to con-
dense before the Ws have condensed. Under these conditions, the directors will al-
ways follow parasitically the Bose-condensation of the dislocations. In this regime,
the eﬀect of the mode-coupling will be to renormalize the mass of the director ﬁeld
into m2Q;eff ¼ m2Q  rjWj4. The squared amplitude jWj2 will grow like ½ðg  gcÞ=gc2b as
function of the deviation from the critical coupling constant gc with b being the order
parameter exponent, and it follows that m2Q;eff ¼ m2Q  r½ðg  gcÞ=gc4b. If m2Q ¼ 0, the
director order parameter switches on parasitically, directly upon entering the the dis-
location Bose condensate. On this level, the transition appears as a 3D XY transition
from the solid to a conventional nematic. However, when m2Q > 0, the dimensionless
coupling constant ðg  gcÞ=gc has to exceed a critical value before the eﬀective direc-
tor mass turns negative at a coupling constant g0c. Hence, in between gc and g
0
c, a state
exists which does not exhibit director order (rotational symmetry breaking). At the
same time, it is not a normal isotropic ﬂuid because disclinations are massive. We
conclude that a nematic state exists with an order which can only be measured by
non-local means, by the insertion of disclinations, and it therefore corresponds with
a truly topological order. One expects such a state to become stable at relatively
small rotational stiﬀness and the topology of the phase diagram should be as indi-
cated in Fig. 6.
Obviously, such a state cannot be imagined starting from a gas of rods. In order
to make it work, one needs that the director is a composite of vectors, where the vec-
tors can have a life of their own, while at the same time it is necessary that one can
identify disclinations without referral to director ﬁelds. This is unimaginable, starting
from the gas limit. Nevertheless, this topologically ordered state was identiﬁed
before, using abstract but elegant arguments based on gauge invariance. Lammert
et al. [3] realized that the theory Eq. (40) is characterized by an Ising gauge symme-
try: the action is invariant under ~n! ~n because the physical meaningful entity is
Q  n2. They argued that the theory can be generalized by making this gauge sym-
metry explicit in terms of the theory of rotors minimally coupled to Z2 gauge ﬁelds.
This can be regularized on a lattice as,S ¼
Z
dX
"
 J
X
hiji
rij~ni ~nj  K
X
plaq
rrrr
#
ð41Þ
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where Ising valued (1) ﬁelds rij live, determining the sign of the exchange inter-
actions. The second term is the Ising Wilson action corresponding with the product
of the Ising gauge variables encircling the plaquettes. This theory is invariant under
the gauge transformations corresponding with ﬂipping all rs departing from a given
site and simultaneously multiplying the vector on the same site by 1. It is well
known that theories like Eq. (41) have three phases: (1) The Higgs phase corre-
sponding with ordered rotors turning into directors under gauge transformations,
i.e., just the ordered nematic. (2) The conﬁning phase, where the rotors are disor-
dered, while also the gauge ﬂuxes have proliferated. This is in one to one corre-
spondence with the state where conventional disclinations have condensed, i.e., the
isotropic ﬂuid. (3) The Coulomb phase, which is the surprise. The rotors are dis-
ordered but the gauge ﬂuxes (or visons) are still massive. This state carries the
topological order.
Obviously, such a Coulomb phase cannot be imagined starting from the conven-
tional gas of rods perspective. However, in terms of the elastic duality, it acquires a
simple physical interpretation. The Ising gauge ﬂuxes are just the p disclinations as-
sociated with the solid, and the vectors are in one to one correspondence with the
Burgers vectors. The gauge symmetry is associated with the very physical local con-
straint coming from the Burgers vector neutrality condition. Surely, besides the con-
ventional ordered nematic/Higgs- and isotropic ﬂuid/conﬁning phase there is
nothing against a phase where Burgers vectors refuse to order while the crystal dis-
clinations are still massive.
This Coulomb phase will be at center stage in much of the remainder of this paper
for technical reasons: it is a simpler state than the ordered nematic, and the proper-
ties of the latter are easily deduced from those of the former.
3.5. Dynamics and the glide principle
The next novelty has everything to do with the quantum in the title of this paper.
Up to this point it could have been as well a treatise on 3D classical elastic matter,
except for some symmetry adjustments. Quantum physics implies that space and
time have to be considered simultaneously and starting from non-relativistic matter
(see [41] for the relativistic extension) dislocations are subjected to a fundamental,
yet independent dynamical constraint. In classic elasticity theory [12] this is known
as the glide principle: dislocations can only move in the direction of their Burgers vec-
tor. In the present ﬁeld-theoretic formulation, this dynamical principle has remark-
ably far reaching implications.
We already encountered twice the condition that the ﬁelds relevant to elasticity
are symmetric tensors in the space indices. This is true for the strain- and stress ﬁelds,
Eqs. (2) and (27), but it should also be imposed on the dislocation currents,Jxy ¼ Jyx : ð42Þ
This is less obvious than one might think at ﬁrst. It is an independent constraint
and it is readily seen that it cannot be deduced from the symmetry of stresses and
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dition descending from the ultraviolet, needed to keep the theory recognizable as a
theory derived from the microscopic breaking of translational invariance. Let
us present the proof that the glide condition is needed to ensure that the
dislocations are the disorder operators associated with the restoration of transla-
tional symmetry.
Eq. (42) has the implication that dislocations move exclusively in the direction of
their Burgers vector. This can be easily seen by rewriting the dislocation currents in
terms of d functions acting on the time slice, ~n is the Burgers vector,~r ¼ ðx; yÞ the
position of the dislocation on the time slice,Jab ¼ bmkomokuaP ¼ dð2Þb ðLÞna  na
Z
L
ds0
drb
ds0
dð3Þð~r ~rÞ
¼ na
Z
L
ds0 _rbðs0Þdð2Þð~r ~rÞdð1Þðs s0Þ ¼ na _xbðsÞdð2Þð~r ~rðsÞÞ
 navbdð2Þð~x1;2 ~x1;2Þ; ð43Þ
where ~v ¼ ðvx; vyÞ is the dislocation velocity and the subscripts in ~x1;2 refer to the
spatial planar projection of the general space–time coordinate. It immediately fol-
lows thatJxy  Jyx ¼ nxvy
  nyvxdð2Þð~x1;2 ~x1;2Þ ¼ 0; ð44Þimplying that ~v~n ¼ 0, meaning that the dislocation velocity is ﬁnite only in the
direction parallel to the Burgers vector ~n.
Starting from the crystal lattice it is easily seen why this condition has to be im-
posed. This is just the usual argument found in the classic elasticity textbooks [12],
becoming precise in the zero temperature limit. As discussed, to have a meaningful
ﬁeld theory, we have to insist that the interstitial degrees of freedom are virtual. This
implies that the elementary particles constituting the solid cannot be transported.
Consider the dislocation motions on a microscopic scale. The dislocation with unit
Burgers vector corresponds with the endpoint of a row of atoms (in 2 + 1D) of
half-inﬁnite length. The glide motion in the direction of the Burgers vector
(Fig. 7) is still possible, even under the condition that the elementary matter cannot
ﬂow: cut the row of atoms adjacent to the dislocation into a dislocation–anti-dislo-
cation pair and annihilate the original dislocation with the newly created anti-dislo-
cation. The eﬀect is that the dislocation has moved over one lattice spacing. This
requires only microscopic motions of individual particles and is therefore not violat-
ing the no-interstitial constraint. The climb motion in the direction perpendicular to
the Burgers vector is a diﬀerent matter. In this case, the length of the half-inﬁnite row
of atoms has to increase or decrease and this necessarily involves the presence of de-
localized interstitial particles. As these are not present, climb motion is impossible.
At ﬁnite temperatures, interstitials are always present. The glide condition is thereby
no longer rigorous, although it is still invariably true that in real solids the conser-
vative glide motions are much easier than the climb motions, driven by the diﬀusion
of interstitials.
climb
glide 
Fig. 7. Even in the complete absence of interstitials (a requirement for the validity of the ﬁeld theory), dis-
locations can propagate easily in the direction of their Burgers vector (glide motion): cut the neighboring
row of atoms, move over the tail and invoking only local atomic motions the dislocation has been trans-
ported. In order to move in a direction perpendicular to the Burgers vector, the row of atoms has to be-
come longer and this is only possible in the presence of delocalized interstitials. In the ﬁeld theory, the glide
constraint acquires a central role.
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rigidity. Assuming that the theory describes the long wavelength physics associated
with crystalline order, the capacity to carry shear forces is a consequence of the
breaking of translational invariance. At the same time, compression rigidity is a
much more general property which does not require the breaking of translational in-
variance. Also ﬂuids and gases carry pressure.
Dislocations are the topological excitations which are exclusively associated with
the restoration of translational symmetry. Accordingly, dislocations can only inter-
act with the shear components of the stresses carried by the medium. By principle,
dislocation currents cannot couple to the components of the stress gauge ﬁelds B re-
sponsible for compressional stresses and the relevant charge in the stress-gauge ﬁeld
formalism should vanish. If this charge would be ﬁnite, it would lead to the absurdity
that the ﬂuid only carries short range compression forces. It is straightforward to
prove that the vanishing of the couplings between dislocations and compressive
stresses is identical to the requirement that the space-like dislocation currents are
symmetric tensors, Eq. (42).
In full generality, the action of a medium carrying exclusively compression rigidity
is,S ¼ 1
h
Z
d2xds
j
2
wxx

þ wyy
2
þ q
2
wxs
 2 þ wys 2: ð45Þ
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
þ wyy

;
rxy ¼ ryx ¼ 0;
ras ¼ ðq=2Þosua:
ð46ÞAs compared to the general case, this involves a number of extra constraints. Ex-
pressing the stress ﬁelds in terms of the stress gauge ﬁelds via ral ¼ lmkomBak the con-
straints Eq. (46) are uniquely resolved by the compression gauge: all Bs are zero
except for Bxy ¼ Byx ¼ U, i.e., compression is governed by a single scalar ﬁeld U.
The stress ﬁelds become rxs ¼ oxU; rys ¼ oyU; rxx ¼ ryy ¼ osU. Notice that compres-
sion involves a single space-like gauge ﬁeld (U) which is time-like (i.e., like the scalar
ﬁeld in electromagnetism).
It follows immediately that the dual action becomes, keeping all units explicit,S ¼ h
Z
dX
2
j
ðosUÞ2

þ 1
q
ðoxUÞ2

þ ðoyUÞ2

¼ 2h
j
Z
dq dx x2

þ j
q
 	
q2
	
jUj2: ð47ÞThis clearly describes a compression mode. Consider now the coupling to the dis-
location currents in the compression gauge,iJalB
a
l ¼ i Jxy Bxy

þ Jyx Byx

¼ i Jxy

 Jyx

U: ð48ÞThis proves that the the dislocation current tensor has to be symmetric in the
space indices to satisfy the fundamental requirement that compression does not a
carry a gauge coupling to the dislocation currents! Remarkably, in this ﬁeld theoretic
formulation the kinematical glide condition follows from symmetry principle: dislo-
cations should not climb in order to satisfy the condition that translational symmetry
breaking is associated exclusively with shear rigidity.
Anticipating that glide will play a central role in the remainder, one can already
infer the sense in which the ﬁeld-theoretic dual can never become literal in con-
densed matter systems. The culprit is the incapacity of the ﬁeld theory to keep track
of the interstitials. The interstitials interfere in a catastrophic way, because these de-
stroy the glide condition. In real condensed matter systems interstitials cannot be
avoided in the nematic quantum ﬂuids. When dislocations are present at a ﬁnite
density, the probability that dislocations collide, i.e., approach each other to micro-
scopic distances, becomes ﬁnite. At collisions, the constituent particles can tunnel
between dislocations causing the rows of atoms to become shorter and longer
(Fig. 8), thereby liberating climb motions. Climb is the same as interstitial transport.
Obviously, just releasing climb in the ﬁeld theory would lead to the absurdity that
compression rigidity would vanish, and one has somehow to dress up the theory
with separate ﬁelds describing the interstitials. At present it is unclear how to con-
struct such a theory.
Fig. 8. In condensed matter systems, interstitials cannot be avoided at the moment one enters a ﬂuid state.
The reason is that dislocations have a ﬁnite probability to collide. At a collision particles can tunnel from
one dislocation to the other, thereby liberating climb motions. These processes are of relevance for the
long wavelength physics, with the eﬀect that the ﬁeld-theoretic ﬂuids discussed in this paper cannot be lit-
erally realized.
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In the previous section we have collected all necessary ingredients to further de-
velop the theory. However, at ﬁrst sight it appears as a quite complicated aﬀair.
In total we are dealing with six stress gauge ﬁelds Bal, while gauge invariance implies
six dislocation currents Jal as well. In terms of these gauge ﬁelds the dual action ac-
quires a quite complicated form, further complicated by the various constraints. The
gauge transversality condition implies that two out of the six ﬁelds are unphysical
anyhow. In addition, the Ehrenfest symmetry constraint has to be satisﬁed by the
Bs, while the glide condition acts as an extra constraint on the Js. In total, the theory
is about three physical stress gauge ﬁelds. Since the dislocation currents describe the
singularities in the physical ﬁelds, there are three dislocation currents associated with
the physical ﬁelds, while one of these three dislocation currents is unphysical because
of the glide constraint.
In order to isolate the physical content of the theory it is convenient to employ
helical projections. This is discussed at length by Kleinert for the 3D isotropic theory
[2]. Helical projections are well known from, e.g., quantum electrodynamics. Trans-
form the theory to momentum space and consider Dreibeins (in 3D) eðaÞ,
a ¼ 0; 1;1, with their (0) component parallel to the propagation direction, while
the (1) components represent left- and right circularly polarized transversal pho-
tons. By neglecting the ð0Þ components of the projected gauge ﬁelds transversality
is imposed (transversal gauge). As discussed by Kleinert, the tensorial stress gauge
ﬁelds in the 3D isotropic theory can be decomposed into S ¼ 0 (compression) and
S ¼ 2 (shear) helical components. In the present 2+ _1D case, Lorentz invariance is
badly broken due to the anomalous time axis and the helical projections have to
be modiﬁed accordingly. This space–time anisotropy is reﬂected in the upper Burg-
ers indices a of the stress-gauge ﬁeld tensors Bal referring exclusively to spatial direc-
tions but also in the lower space–time indices l. As we will now demonstrate, there
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tons on normal coordinates.
To put matters in perspective, let us ﬁrst shortly review the standard helical pro-
jection. Consider a Uð1Þ gauge ﬁeld Al in 2+ 1D with an Euclidean Maxwell action
S  FlmF lm, Flm ¼ olAm  omAl and the gauge constraint olAl ¼ 0. Fourier transform
to (Matsubara) frequency–momentum space p ¼ ðqx; qy ;xÞ and introduce the unit
vector p^ ¼ p=jpj. The action becomes S  jpj2ðp^lAm  p^mAlÞðp^lAm  p^mAlÞ with gauge
constraint p^lAl ¼ 0. The helicity basis is constructed as follows: choose an orthogo-
nal set of three basis vectors (Dreibein) e1; e1; e0 in the subspace of a ﬁxed momen-
tum p^ such that e0 ¼ p^, coinciding with the propagation direction of the photon.
Lorentz invariance turns into the Euclidean group Eð3Þ after analytic continuation
and this is wired in by constructing a spin-one representation,eðþ1Þðp^Þ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðe1 þ ie1Þ;
eð1Þðp^Þ ¼  1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðe1  ie1Þ;
eð0Þðp^Þ ¼ e0 ¼ p^:
ð49ÞDeﬁne the projection matrices P ðhÞP ðhÞlm ðp^Þ ¼ eðhÞl ðp^ÞeðhÞm ðp^Þ;X
h
P ðhÞlm ðp^Þ ¼ dlm;
P ðhÞlk ðp^ÞP ðhÞkj ðp^Þ ¼ P ðhÞlj ðp^Þdljðp^Þ;
ð50Þshowing that a vector function like the gauge ﬁeld A can be expanded in the helical
basis,AlðpÞ ¼
X
h
P ðhÞlm ðp^ÞAmðpÞ ¼
X
h
eðhÞl ðp^ÞAðhÞðpÞ;
AðhÞ ¼
X
l
eðhÞl ðp^ÞAlðpÞ
ð51Þand the AðhÞðpÞ are the helicity components of Al. One infers immediately that the
gauge constraint,X
l
plAl ¼ jpj
X
l
eð0Þl
X
h
eðhÞl A
ðhÞ ¼ jpjAð0Þ ¼ 0: ð52ÞIt follows that the longitudinal helical component Að0Þ corresponds with the un-
physical content of the gauge ﬁeld, while the Að1Þ ﬁelds are the physical components
satisfying the gauge-transversality requirement. Using Eqs. (51) and (52) and the
orthonormality of the Dreibeins it is easily shown that the Maxwell action becomesL  jpj2 jAðþ1Þj2

þ jAð1Þj2

; ð53Þexpressing the fact that the physical excitations of the electromagnetic ﬁeld corre-
spond with left- and right circularly polarized photons.
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invariance Eð3Þ is broken in 2+ 1D space–time to Eð2Þ Oð2Þ due to the special role
of the imaginary time axis. However, rotational symmetry is maintained on the time
slice, suggesting that a decomposition in purely spatial longitudinal- and transversal
components should be useful. This is surely the case for the upper Burgers indices a
of the stress gauge ﬁelds Bal. Parameterize the spatial momentum vector in terms of a
phase /q as ~q ¼ jqjðq^x þ q^yÞ ¼ jqj e^x cosð/qÞ þ e^y sinð/qÞ
 
and decompose the stress
gauge ﬁelds in longitudinal- and transversal spatial components of their Burgers ﬂa-
vors (L; T , respectively),Fig. 9
ical co
~p. The
spatial
dition,
ponentBLlðpÞ ¼ cos/qBxl þ sin/qByl; BTl ðpÞ ¼ cos/qByl  sin/qBxl: ð54Þ
This requirement imposes a preferred reference frame on the Dreibeins living in
space–time, see Fig. (9). We keep the velocity convention c2ph ¼ 2l=q ¼ 1 as
introduced in Section 2.1, to deﬁne space–time momentum as p ¼ ðq;xÞ ¼
ðqx; qy ;xÞ ¼ jpjðq^x; q^y ; x^Þ ¼ jpje0ðpÞ. The space–time longitudinal unit vector e0ðpÞ
can be written in polar coordinates as,e0ðpÞ ¼
1 sin hp cos/p
sin hp sin/p
cos hp
0@ 1A: ð55Þ
In non-relativistic electromagnetism problems it is natural to single out the spatial
components of the vector potentials Ax;y as responsible for magnetic phenomena.
Since Lorentz invariance is badly broken in the present case, one should look for
some superposition of the Bax;y ﬁelds representing the magnetic sector of the stress
gauge ﬁelds. These live on the time-slice as the physical ﬁelds have to be orthogonal. Explanation of the helical projection used to evaluate the stress gauge ﬁelds in terms of their phys-
ntent (stress photons). The propagation direction of the photon in frequency–momentum space is
Burgers components of the stress-gauge ﬁeld are decomposed in longitudinal (L) and transversal (T)
momentum components, where L is parallel to~p. In order to satisfy the gauge transversality con-
the gauge ﬁelds are decomposed in a magnetic component )1 which is parallel to the T spatial com-
and an electrical component which is orthogonal to both ~p and the magnetic component.
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verse spatial direction which we call 1 or magnetically polarized,e1ðpÞ ¼
sin/p
 cos/p
0
0@ 1A: ð56Þ
The other transverse component has to be orthogonal to both Eqs. (55) and (56)
and this ﬁxes the direction of the remaining +1 or electrical component,e1ðpÞ ¼
 cos hp cos/p
 cos hp sin/p
sin hp
0@ 1A: ð57Þ
Introducing separate zweibeins for the space-like transverse and longitudinal
projections,~eLðpÞ ¼ cos/p
sin/p
 	
; ~eT ðpÞ ¼  sin/p
cos/p
 	
: ð58ÞNow, we have to deﬁne rules of change of the basis vectors introduced above in
the case of the sign change of the momentum ~p ! ~p in the frequency–momentum
space. Namely, we associate the inversion of momentum~p ! ~p with the following
change of the angles:hp ! p hp; /p ! /p þ p: ð59Þ
Thus, we arrive at the following relations between basis vectors sets correspond-
ing to the momenta ~p, ~p:
e0ðpÞ ¼ e0ðpÞ;
e1ðpÞ ¼ e1ðpÞ;
e1ðpÞ ¼ e1ðpÞ;
~eLðpÞ ¼ ~eLðpÞ;
~eT ðpÞ ¼ ~eT ðpÞ:
ð60ÞThese relations have a straightforward implication for our deﬁnition of the pro-
jected ﬁelds in analogy with Eq. (51). Namely, we want to preserve the usual relation
Balð~pÞ ¼ Balð~pÞ between the Fourier components of the real stress gauge ﬁelds also
in the ~p-dependent basis vectors set deﬁned above in Eqs. (55)–(58). For this pur-
pose, we deﬁne projected stress gauge ﬁelds BL;Th in the following way:Bal ¼
X
E¼L;T
i~eEa e
1
lB
E
1

þ ie1l BE1


X
E¼L;T
~eEa ie
1
lB
E
1

 e1l BE1

: ð61ÞThe multiplication by the imaginary i in Eq. (61) for the basis vectors leads to a
change in sign when the momentum ~p is reversed, precisely serving the purpose
explained above.
To guide the intuition it is useful to consider what the projections Eqs. (55)–(57)
mean in the familiar electromagnetism context. Consider the magnetic- (H 2) and
electrical (E2 ¼ E2x þ E2y ) energy densities in energy–momentum space,
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E2 ¼ jqyAs  ðx=cÞAy j2 þ j  qxAs þ ðx=cÞAy j2
¼ q2jAþ1j2 þ ðx=cÞ2ðjAþ1j2 þ jA1j2Þ:
ð62ÞThis demonstrates that this has to do with a linear polarization, such that in the
non-relativistic regime q	 x=c, the h ¼ 1 components are responsible for mag-
netic phenomena while the h ¼ þ1 components are in charge of the electrical ﬁelds.
Although not to be taken literal, we will in the remainder repeatedly refer to mag-
netic-like and electrical-like stress ﬁelds.
The projected ﬁelds in Eq. (61) are very convenient. First, by neglecting the 0
components of the B ﬁelds, the gauge transversality is imposed. Secondly, the
space-like transversal–longitudinal projection has the eﬀect that the Ehrenfest sym-
metry condition rxy ¼ ryx (Eq. (27)) acquires a simple form,
iBLþ1 ¼  cosðhÞBT1 ¼ x^BT1: ð63ÞThis demonstrates that the Ehrenfest condition renders the BLþ1 ﬁeld redundant.
Together with the gauge transversality this implies that three physical stress pho-
tons exist: BT1, B
L
1, and B
T
þ1. As we will see in the next section, in terms of the pro-
jected ﬁelds Eq. (61) the stress-gauge ﬁeld action for the isotropic medium Eq. (29)
acquires a quite simple form which is easily diagonalized.5. 2þ 1D quantum elasticity in gauge ﬁelds
Before we turn to the more interesting physics associated with the dislocations, let
us ﬁrst consider how the theory looks like in the absence of these defects. This is just
the simple phonon problem discussed in Section 2, now rewritten in terms of the dual
degrees of freedom: the stress gauge ﬁelds. Although the technology introduced in
the previous section simpliﬁes matters to a great extent, the stress-gauge ﬁeld formu-
lation remains remarkably complicated, at least as compared to the couple of lines of
simple algebra needed to identify the phonons in the strain ﬁeld formalism. We will
ﬁrst derive the action of isotropic elasticity in terms of the stress-photons living on
normal coordinates. Although the result has a simple form, it poses a considerable
physical interpretation problem. Among others, it carries information in the
x! 0 limit which seems absent in the strain formulation. In addition, we ﬁnd
stress-photons resembling longitudinal- and transversal phonons, but also a third
photon is present which has no counterpart in the strain formalism. At ﬁrst sight this
is quite confusing, but on closer inspection it gives away some interesting insights.
Phonons are living in the universe derived from order, while the stress photons be-
long to the dual universe governed by the disorder ﬁelds, the matter associated with
the dislocations. The richer, more complex structure associated with the stress pho-
tons is needed to understand the physics of the disordered state, as we will see in the
next sections. In the ordered state, the stress photons are rather clumsy entities. This
will be illustrated in Section 5.2 where we will calculate the elastic propagators start-
ing with the stress photons. This will turn out to be a remarkably long and tedious
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dered states.
5.1. Derivation of the stress photon action
In terms of the stress ﬁelds ral, the dual stress-Maxwell action of isotropic quan-
tum elasticity becomes,SðmÞ ¼ 1
4l
Z
dX rx
2
x

þ ry2x þ rx
2
y þ ry
2
y 
m
1þ m ðr
x
x þ ryyÞ2 þ rx
2
s þ ry
2
s

ð64Þwith the constraint ryx ¼ rxy to be imposed.
Let us evaluate this action using the projections introduced in the previous sec-
tion. Substitute ral ¼ lmkomBak, transform to momentum–frequency space, and insert
the inverse of Eq. (61). A major simpliﬁcation occurs in the case m ¼ 0, such that
j ¼ l. The action simpliﬁes to a Maxwell action, separately for the x and y Burgers
ﬂavors,Sðm ¼ 0Þ ¼ 1
4l
X
a¼x;y
Z
dX rax
 2 þ ray 2 þ ras 2 ¼ 14l Xa¼x;y
Z
dXF almF
a
lm ð65Þwith F alm ¼ olBam  omBal. In terms of the projected ﬁelds in frequency–momentum
space this simply becomes (compare with Eq. (53)),Sðm ¼ 0Þ ¼ 1
4l
Z
d2qdxjpj2 jBT1 j2

þ jBT1j2 þ jBL1 j2 þ jBL1j2

: ð66ÞFor m 6¼ 0 we have to evaluate the compression-only part  ðrxx þ ryyÞ2. A straight-
forward calculation yieldsrxx þ ryy ¼ ijpj iBT1

 x^BL1

: ð67ÞFinally, we have to impose the symmetry condition ryx ¼ rxy , and as we already dis-
cussed this translates into the condition iBL1 ¼ x^BT1 (Eq. 63), so that the BL1 ﬁeld
can be eliminated. Collecting, we ﬁnd for the full action,S ¼ 1
4l
Z
d2qdxjpj2 jBT1 j2

þ ð1þ x^2ÞjBT1j2 þ jBL1j2 
m
1þ m jiB
T
1  x^BL1j2

:
ð68Þ
The compression-only term  m causes a linear coupling of the BT1 and BL1 modes
which is proportional to frequency, while it vanishes in the static limit. This coupling
is diagonalized byBT1 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ x^2p iB
T
1

 x^BL1

;
BL1 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ x^2p

 ix^BT1  BL1

:
ð69Þ
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ﬁnite frequencies these are of course linear superpositions of the bare B ﬁelds. Using
jpj2 ¼ x2 þ q2 and x^ ¼ x=jpj we ﬁnd the diagonal action describing the stress pho-
tons BT1, BT1 and BL1,S¼ 1
4l
Z
d2qdx ð2x2

þq2ÞjBT1j2þ
1
1þmðð1mÞx
2þq2ÞjBT1 j2þðx2þq2ÞjBL1j2

:
ð70Þ
This is an important result: it is the theory of quantum elasticity in the dual, gauge
ﬁeld, representation. In a magical way, it seems, familiar information has resurfaced.
In the terms multiplying the BT1 and BT1 stress photons the dispersion relations of the
transverse and longitudinal phonons are recognized. Halfway the calculation this in-
formation was completely scrambled. Consider, for instance, the BT1 stress photon.
This mode appears as an eigenmode already in step Eq. (66). However, the unit of
velocity is c2ph ¼ 2l=q while the transverse phonon velocity is c2T ¼ l=q (compare
Eq. (12)), a factor of two mismatch. In the ﬁnal result, the correct velocity has re-
emerged thanks to the Ehrenfest constraint. By eliminating the BL1 ﬁeld, the propa-
gator of the BT1 ﬁeld picks up an additional x^
2 factor and this factor takes care
of halving the natural velocity c2ph,p2ð1þ x^2Þ ¼ x2

þ c2phq2

1
 
þ x
2
x2 þ c2phq2
!
¼ 1
2
x2
 
þ c
2
phq
2
2
!
: ð71ÞIt is easy to verify that also in the strain formalism the halving of the transversal
velocity ﬁnds its origin in the symmetry of the strain tensor.
The BT1 clearly propagates like the longitudinal phonon. However, at the same
time it is solely responsible for the propagation of stresses through the medium in
the high temperature, classical 2D limit. This is easily seen: the 1 ﬁelds describe
time-like phenomena and disappear with the time axis. The action reduces toS ¼
Z
d2q
q2
4lð1þ mÞ jB
T
þ1j2; ð72Þwhich indeed corresponds with the action in the 2D limit. The reader is referred to
Appendix C for a derivation of the static 2D action.
The real surprise is the presence of a second time-like ﬁeld, BL1, propagating with
the natural velocity cph. This mode has no counterpart in the strain formulation! A
priori there is no reason that the mode content in the stress-gauge ﬁeld formulation
should be the same as in the strain formulation. In the latter one counts the Goldstone
mode content, while the meaning of the gauge ﬁelds is fundamentally diﬀerent, since
they parameterize the capacity of the medium to mediate forces. For instance, in the
Abelian–Higgs duality a single spin wave translates into two physical photons in the
dual representation. The specialty in the present context is that the theory of elasticity
involves diﬀerent velocities, and it is just curious that stress photons exist propagating
diﬀerently from any phonon. The resolution of this puzzle is that these photons do
exist in their dual world, but they cannot be made visible using order (Goldstone
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quires a meaning on the disorderly side of the duality transformation: as we will
see the third photon has everything to do with the fact that the superﬂuid carries three
modes. To shed further light on these matters, let us consider the elastic propagators.
5.2. Gauge ﬁelds and elastic propagators
In order to appreciate the physical meaning of the stress photons, it is quite help-
ful to interrogate them with physical means: the elastic propagators. These were al-
ready introduced in Section 2 (Eqs. (13) and (14)) and their spectral functions
correspond with the dynamical form factors as measured by neutron- and X-ray
scattering. From the strain formalism of Section 2, it is obvious that the poles of
the spectral functions correspond with the Goldstone modes, the phonons.
How to compute these propagators in a stress gauge ﬁelds language? As we discuss
in Appendix C, the relations between the strain propagators (S0 is the strain action),hholuað~r1Þjomubð~r1Þii  1Z
Z
Dua oluað~r1Þ
 
omubð~r2Þ
 
expðS0Þ ð73Þand the stress propagators (Sdual is the stress action)hhrckð~r1Þjrdjð~r2Þii 
1
Z
Z
Drald olral
 
rckð~r1Þrdjð~r2Þ exp

 Sdual ral
 
ð74Þare simple, but non-trivial,hholuað~r2Þjomubð~r1Þii ¼ dð~r1 ~r2Þdl;mda;bC1llaa  C1lkacC1mjbdhhrckð~r1Þjrdjð~r2Þii:
ð75ÞHence, in momentum space these have the form hhpluajpmubii  C1llaa
C1lkacC
1
mjbdhhrckjrdjii. The algorithm is therefore as follows: (a) use the stress–strain
relations to determine the correspondence plua ¼ C1lkacrck, (b) calculate the stress
propagators hhrckjrdjii exploiting the stress-gauge ﬁelds; these become proportional
to the transversal stress-photon propagators, (c) subtract the stress propagator from
the constant  C1llaa and the elastic propagator follows.
We are particularly interested in the elastic (or phonon) propagators Eqs. (13) and
(14) referring only to spatial momenta, corresponding with the observables in con-
densed matter experimentation. The relevant stress–strain relations are in isotropic
elasticity,iqxux ¼ 1
2lð1þ mÞ r
x
x
h
 mryy
i
;
iqyuy ¼ 1
2lð1þ mÞ r
x
x
h
 mryy
i
;
iqxuy ¼ 1
2l
ryx;
iqyux ¼ 1
2l
rxy ;
ð76Þ
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relations, the calculation of the elastic propagators becomes a remarkably lengthy
but straightforward algebraic exercise.
Let us ﬁrst consider a simple example to illustrate matters: the compression-only
case (Eqs. (45) and (47) in Section 3). Using the strain ﬁelds, the propagator follows
directly from Eq. (45),G ¼ GL ¼ 2j
q2
q2 þ qj x2
ð77Þkeeping the velocity explicit for clarity.
Since oxux þ oyuy ¼ ð2=jÞos/ in compression gauge, the stress–strain relation
becomes qxux þ qyuy ¼ ð2=jÞx/. The propagator of the compression photon /
follows immediately from the action Eq. (47),hh/j/ii ¼ j
2
1
x2 þ ðj=qÞq2 ð78ÞThe elastic propagator is given in terms of the compression photon propagator as,G ¼ 2
j
 4x
2
j2
hh/j/ii ¼ 2
j
 4x
2
j2
j
2
1
x2 þ ðj=qÞq2 ¼
2
j
q2
q2 þ ðq=jÞx2 ð79Þand this is the desired result.
Let us now consider the computation of the elastic propagators of the full prob-
lem. Consider ﬁrst the longitudinal propagator. A useful relation is,qxux þ qyuy ¼ 1 m
2lð1þ mÞ p iB
T
1

 x^BL1

ð80Þand it follows immediately thatGL ¼ Const: 1 m
2lð1þ mÞ
 	2
p2hhiBT1  x^BL1jiBT1  x^BL1ii: ð81ÞThe transverse propagator is more cumbersome and after some lengthy but
straightforward algebra we ﬁndGT ¼ Const: 1
4l2
p2 2x^2hhBT1jBT1ii

 ix^½hhBL1jBTþ1ii  hhBTþ1jBL1ii
þ 2mð1þ mÞ2 hhiB
T
1  x^BL1jiBT1  x^BL1ii
!
: ð82ÞAdding these up, we ﬁnd for the total propagatorG ¼ 2ðmþ 2Þ
lðmþ 1Þ 
1
4l2
p2 2x^2hBT1jBT1i

 ix^½hBL1jBTþ1i  hBTþ1jBL1i
þ 1þ m
2
ð1þ mÞ2 hB
T
1 þ x^BL1jBT1 þ x^BL1i
!
: ð83Þ
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way in which the stress photons relate to observables associated with the orderly side
of the duality. Considering the intact elastic medium, these expressions should even-
tually simplify to the simple phonon propagators Eq. (13), and this is indeed what
happens!
Transforming to the diagonal photon representation using Eq. (69), and using the
photon propagators following from (70), the propagator Eq. (83) can be computed.
Remarkable cancelations occur, and eventuallyG ¼ 1
l
2ðmþ 2Þ
mþ 1

 x
2
x2 þ q2=2
2x2ð1 mÞ þ q2ð1þ m2Þ
ð1þ mÞðx2ð1 mÞ þ q2Þ
	
¼ 1
l
ðq2=2Þ
x2 þ ðq2=2Þ

þ q
2
ðq2=ð1 mÞÞ þ x2

: ð84ÞWe indeed recover the simple phonon propagator Eq. (14).
All together, this is a remarkably tedious calculation, especially as compared to
the elementary derivation of the propagators using the strain ﬁelds. Is this just an
un-necessary detour, or is there a deeper meaning to it? It is actually so that the stress
photons parameterize the physics of the medium in a more complete way than the
strain phonons do. We already pointed at the B1L stress photon which has no image
in the phonon sector. Nevertheless, this photon is physical. In order to parameterize
all the forces which can be transmitted in the elastic medium one needs a physical
photon for every dimension, meaning that three stress-photons have to exist given
that space–time is 2 + 1D. At the same time, in order to explain any outcome of
an experiment on the medium using machines constructed from orderly matter (like
neutron sources) it is clear that one can get away just knowing about the Goldstone
bosons which are counted according to the number of space dimensions (the two
phonons). How can this be? The above calculation gives the answer. A ﬁrst major
complication occurs due to the transformation to the B photons: the B1L propaga-
tors acquire zero weight and the neutrons, etcetera, only couple to the longitudinal
phonon-like B1T stress photons. In other words, the B1L are genuine modes but exper-
imental physics does not posses the machines to measure them!
This becomes more manifest when dislocations come into play. When these pro-
liferate, the disorderly side of the duality gets in charge, imposing its physics also on
the orderly side of the universe where neutron sources are found. As we will see in the
next sections, this has the consequence that the third stress-photon will become vis-
ible: the order derived superﬂuid is characterized by three collective modes.6. Completing the duality: Coulomb nematics as superﬂuids
In the last two sections we acquired the tools required to unveil the physics hidden
in the formal construction introduced in Section 3. We learned how to incorporate
all the constraints to isolate the physical ﬁelds and what remains to be done is to
see what happens in the presence of the dislocation condensate of Section 3: the
stress photons get coupled to the dislocation condensate and these will exhibit a dual
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between the dislocation condensate order parameter ﬁeld and the stress gauge ﬁelds.
In Section 6.2 we will derive the eﬀective Gauge-ﬁeld action describing the nematic
states.
6.1. The charges in stress-gauge theory
Let us start using the lessons of the previous sections to ﬁnd out what the physical
dislocation currents are and how they interact with the projected stress-gauge ﬁelds.
In the duality framework, minimal coupling acquires the meaning that it just enu-
merates the number of ways in which order ﬁelds can become singular. As we already
discussed, dislocations enter via the minimum coupling action Eq. (31),Ldual1 ¼ iBalJal : ð85Þ
The singularities can of course only occur in physical ﬁeld conﬁgurations, and be-
cause the stress gauge ﬁelds Bal have unphysical components, the dislocation currents
Jal also correspond with a redundant set: a gauge volume has to be divided out. In the
previous sections we learned how to isolate the physical content in the stress-gauge
sector, and gauge invariance implies that a physical source is uniquely associated
with every physical stress photon,SBJ ¼ iBT1JT1
 þ iBTþ1JTþ1
 þ iBL1JL1

; ð86Þwhere the Fourier components of the corresponding ﬁelds are assumed. As only
three physical stress photons exist, no more than three components (JT1; J
T
þ1; J
L
1) of
the six components of the tensor Jal are physical.
At this stage, the theory still remembers the fact that dislocations carry vectorial
charges. As we discussed, the lower index 1 implies that the currents JL;T1 are
space-like, meaning that these refer to literal currents in this non-relativistic problem.
Using Eq. (58) the L; T components can be transformed into x; y components and
ðJx1; Jy1Þ refers to a current of dislocations with a Burgers vector having components
 ðnx; nyÞ.
We have now to recall the glide principle, which we discussed at length in Section
3. This is an independent constraint which has to be imposed in order to keep the
theory meaningful. It amounts to a simple symmetry condition on the spatial com-
ponents of the dislocation currents Jyx ¼ Jxy . After the projection, it becomes evident
why this is an independent constraint:JL1 ¼ ix^JTþ1: ð87Þ
The set fJT1; JTþ1; JL1g is still redundant and because of the glide constraint either
JL1 or J
T
þ1 may be eliminated. It is convenient to eliminate J
L
1 in favor of J
T
þ1. We end
up with ðJTþ1; JT1Þ as the physical currents. These are space–time ﬁlling because both
polarizations 1 are present (i.e., they correspond with JTl ; l ¼ x; y; s before the pro-
jection). It is surprising that only a single, transversal Burgers ﬂavor T is left. It
means that when the dislocations would only communicate via the long range elastic
forces they would at least in 2 + 1D become indistinguishable from either vortices or
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the stress gauge ﬁelds have a richer structure than electromagnetic ﬁelds, and this
renders the dynamics richer. By inserting the glide condition Eq. (87) into Eq. (86)
it follows thatSBJ ¼ iBT1JT1
 þ iðBT1  ix^BL1ÞJTþ1

: ð88ÞThe coupling to the BT1 ﬁelds is as usual, and the novelty is that the J
T
þ1 current
couples to the BL1 ﬁeld with a charge g  x. Matters further clarify by transforming
to normal coordinates, Eq. (69),SBJ ¼ iBT1JT1 
iﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ x^2p ð1
h
 x^2ÞBT1  2x^BL1
i
JTþ1

: ð89ÞThe gauge ﬁeld action is given by Eq. (70). In the scaling limit, approaching the
vacuum, the higher time derivatives  x^2 are clearly irrelevant. The BL1 mode decou-
ples, and one ends up with a structure which is except for a velocity anisotropy just
like electromagnetism coupled to a scalar Higgs ﬁeld.
6.2. The dual dislocation-Higgs mechanism
Let us now recall the discussion in Section 3. When the dislocation loops blow out
the dislocation worldlines entangle, forming a Bose condensate described by the or-
der parameter ﬁeld W. This is in turn minimally coupled to an eﬀective gauge ﬁeld
naBal. The condensate itself is living in the static x! 0 limit and the relevant cou-
pling becomes,SBJ ðx! 0Þ ¼ i BT1JT1
 þ BTþ1JTþ1
  ¼ iBTlJTl : ð90Þ
Interestingly, due to the intervention of the glide principle, the Burgers vectors are
in a sense eaten and turned into a scalar, purely transversal label. This has the in-
teresting consequence that if dislocations would only interact by the long range de-
formations as parameterized by the stress gauge ﬁelds true nematic order would be
impossible at least in the isotropic medium. As we explained in Section 3, the break-
ing of rotational invariance involves an ordering of the Burgers vectors and accord-
ing to Eq. (90) the long range ﬁelds do not carry information regarding the vectorial
nature of the topological charges. However, starting from a real crystal this informa-
tion will be available at short distances and this translates into the coupling
jWj4QabQba.
Recalling the static Ginzburg–Landau–Wilson action for the dislocation disorder
ﬁeld theory Eq. (39) and taking into account that only the transversal components of
the stress Gauge ﬁelds carry charge, it follows from Eq. (35),Sdisorder ¼
Z
d2x jðoa
h
 inTBTa ÞWj2 þ m2WjW2j þ wWjW4j  rjWj4QabQba
i
: ð91ÞThis action shows that when m2 turns negative, a Higgs mass will be generated in
a conventional way: W! jWj expði/Þ; jWj > 0 and the covariant derivative term
 joa/ nTBTa j ! jnTBTa j2.
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photon. Although power counting demonstrates that this coupling is clearly irrele-
vant for the vacuum, it plays a crucial role in the dynamics. This full dynamics is eas-
ily derived. Writing Eq. (89) asLBJ ¼ igak;lðx^ÞBak JTl þ h:c:; ð92Þ
where the charges g are zero except forgT1;1 ¼ 1;
gTþ1;þ1 ¼
ð1 x^2Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ x^2p ;
gL1;þ1 ¼
ð2x^Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ x^2p :
ð93ÞIt follows directly that the Meissner term acquired by the stress gauge ﬁelds in the
dual condensate has to beLMeissner ¼ q
2
0
2l
X
kk0aa0
jnT j2gak;lga
0
k0 ;l B
a
k B
a0
k0

þ h:c:

: ð94ÞThe square root of the Higgs mass (q0) is an inverse magnetic penetration
depth which we will soon learn to appreciate as a shear penetration depth. Written
explicitly,LMeissner ¼ q
2
0jnT j2
2l
jBT1j2
"
þ 4 x^
2
1þ x^2 jB
L
1j2 
2x^ð1 x^2Þ
1þ x^2 ðB
T
1 BL1 þ h:c:Þ
#
:
ð95Þ
In combination with the Maxwell action Eq. (70), we arrive at a next central
result, describing the eﬀective total stress-gauge ﬁeld action characterizing the
nematic dual of elasticity,LeffBB ¼
1
4l
ð2x2
"
þ q2 þ 2jnT j2q20ÞjBT1j2 þ x2
 
þ q2 þ 8jnT j2q20
x^2
1þ x^2
!
jBL1j2
þ ðð1 mÞx
2 þ q2
1þ m þ 2jnT j
2q20
ð1 x^2Þ2
1þ x^2 ÞjB
T
þ1j2
 4jnT j2q20
x^ð1 x^2Þ
1þ x^2 ðB
T
1 BL1 þ h:c:Þ
#
: ð96ÞThis expression characterizes completely the nematic duals of the crystal, in the
same way that the Meissner action is fully representative for the universal character-
istics of the superconducting state. A remaining issue is how this action knows about
the presence or absence of rotational symmetry breaking. This information enters via
the factors jnT j2. Neglecting the frequency dependency of the charges for clarity,
terms of the kind jnTBTl j2 can be rewritten as
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1
2

þ q^2yQxx þ q^2xQyy  2q^xq^yQxy
	
jBTl j2 ð97Þin terms of the unit directors Qab introduced in Section 3. One infers that the eﬀect of
the director order hjQabji 6¼ 0 is in causing the shear-Higgs mass to become orien-
tation dependent. The glide principle lies at the origin. The glide constraint is re-
sponsible for the coupling being entirely in the transversal channel. The Higgs mass
has to do with the kinetic energy of the dislocations and, as we explained in Section
3, glide does imply that the dislocation motions are directed by their Burgers vec-
tors, which in turn order along the director. A surprising feature is that the order
parameter ﬁeld W is still fully two (space) dimensional, and the condensate is just
conventional. The rational is found in Section 3.3 and Appendix B. The dimensional
reduction (dynamical compactiﬁcation) implied by Eq. (97) in the presence of di-
rector order as will be discussed in Section 8 becomes only manifest on the level of
the stress-photons.
As we discussed in Section 3 at length, the other possible state of nematic quan-
tum matter is the Coulomb nematic which is not breaking rotational invariance, such
that hjQabji ¼ 0. This is the more basic problem which we will analyze ﬁrst. In the
absence of director order, it follows directly from Eq. (97) that jnT j2 ¼ Q2=2, a simple
scalar which can be absorbed in the Higgs mass Q2q20=2! q20. Therefore, in the Cou-
lomb nematic one is dealing with an isotropic Higgs mass and this will be further an-
alyzed in the next section. As we will see in Section 8, the ordered nematic is just a
spatially anisotropic extension of this theme.7. The Coulomb nematic as a topological superﬂuid
The hard work is done and it becomes now a matter of computing observables to
establish what it all means physically. The Coulomb nematic is the most basic exam-
ple, and in this section we will use it to extract the most important results of this pa-
per. We will demonstrate that the dual dislocation-Higgs condensate is at the same
time a superﬂuid which is indistinguishable from a conventional superﬂuid except
for the presence of the topological nematic order. The mechanism driving the super-
ﬂuidity is novel. The order parameter in a conventional superﬂuid is governed by
oﬀ-diagonal long range order in terms of the ﬁeld operators associated with the
constituent particles (interstitials in our jargon). We are dealing with a state having
oﬀ-diagonal long range order in terms of the dual dislocation ﬁelds, objects corre-
sponding with an inﬁnity of constituent particles. The dislocation condensate is min-
imally coupled to the stress photons, and these acquire a Higgs mass. However, they
do so in a special way. By imposing the glide condition, only the shear components
of the stress photons acquire a mass: as we discussed in Section 3, compression is
decoupled. The eﬀect is that the dual dislocation condensate is characterized by
two massive shear photons and a massless purely compressional mode. According
to a theorem by Feynman a bosonic state carrying an isolated massless compression
mode has to be a superﬂuid. Hence, we have discovered a way to understand
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solid having lost its rigidity against shear stresses!
7.1. The stress photons in the Coulomb nematic state
The starting point is the action Eq. (96) and still some work has to be done. The
magnetic transversal phonon-like stress photon BT1 is easy: its spectrum becomes in
real frequency x ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q2 þ q20
p
, implying that this photon just acquires a Higgs mass
x0 ¼ q0. One observes that its coupling constant is just 1=l, the inverse of the shear
modulus. This is therefore a pure shear mode and this sheds already some light on
the nature of this dual Higgs condensate. The elastic medium is associated with
translational symmetry breaking with the consequence that shear forces can propa-
gate over inﬁnite distances. Dislocations restore the translational invariance with the
consequence that shear rigidity vanishes in the dual condensate. The physical inter-
pretation of the dual Higgs mechanism is now obvious: the dislocation condensate
just takes care of the requirement that shear forces can only propagate over ﬁnite
distances in the liquid state, and q0 (carrying the dimension of inverse length) just
parameterizes the inverse length scale over which shear can penetrate into the ﬂuid:
the shear penetartion depth.
Eq. (96) tells a more complicated story regarding the fate of the longitudinal pho-
non-like stress photon BL1 and the third photon BTþ1 in the presence of the disloca-
tion condensate. The Meissner eﬀect causes a complicated, frequency dependent
mode coupling between these two stress photons. With some eﬀort, the action be di-
agonalizedLeffðBÞ ¼ 1
4l
ð2x2
24 þ q2 þ 2q20ÞjBT1j2 þ 1ð1þ mÞX x2
0@ þ 1 þ m
2

q2
þ ð1þ x^2Þð1þ mÞq20  m x2
(
þ q
2
2
	
þ ð1þ x^2Þð1þ mÞq20
	2
 2mð1þ mÞð1 x^2Þq2q20
)1=21AjBj2
35 ð98Þ
and we will analyze this result in more detail in the remainder of this section.
By considering the zero-frequency limit one can already arrive at a crucial insight,lim
x!0
Leff ¼ 1
4l
ðq2

þ 2q20ÞjBT1j2 þ q2jBþj2 þ
q2
1þ m

þ 2q20
	
jBj2

ð99ÞAlthough the penetration depths are diﬀerent, both the BT1 and B stress photons
have acquired a mass. However, the Bþ photon has remained massless. The elastic
medium carries both shear and compression rigidity. Diﬀerent from shear, compres-
sion should be left unaﬀected by the dislocation condensate: as we discussed in Sec-
tion 3 the theory is explicitly constructed to satisfy this requirement (the glide
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and so is the BL1 stress photon which is traveling at the same velocity. As a conse-
quence, the longitudinal phonon is destroyed by the dislocation condensate. How-
ever, the dislocations do not communicate with compression and therefore the
dual state has to be characterized by a pure massless compression mode, character-
ized by a velocity c  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃj=qp . As we will see, this is precisely what is happening.
Clearly, in order to turn the longitudinal phonon into a compression mode, another
actor is needed and this the BTþ1 stress photon! The bottom line is that the mysteri-
ous, invisible third photon of the elastic state turns into an entity with a straightfor-
ward physical interpretation in the dual state. It is not only needed to repair
compression, but by combining itself with the longitudinal photon it gives rise to
yet another physical massive electrical shear mode having a diﬀerent gap and veloc-
ity than the magnetic shear BT1 mode. The reader might already have inferred that
these are statements regarding the generic modes of the superﬂuid in the asymptote
of strong correlations.
7.2. The long wavelength limit: isolation of compression
To derive the elastic propagator using Eq. (83) for arbitrary q;x is quite te-
dious, and barely worth the eﬀort. It reduces to the phonon propagator Eq. (84)
in the regime q2 þ x2 	 q20 and the physical interest is in ﬁrst instance in the long
wavelength limit q
 q0 where the dislocation condensate is in charge of the
physics.
In the long wavelength limit q
 q0 matters simplify considerably. Let us focus on
the electrical shear- and massless compression photons. To get a handle on the
q
 q0 limit, let us consider the dislocation-Meissner action in terms of the projected
ﬁelds B itself, instead of the transformed B ﬁelds,LMeissner ¼ q
2
0
2l
jBT1  ix^BL1j2: ð100ÞIt is directly seen that this is diagonalized by,ATþ1 ¼
iﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ x^2p B
T
1

 ix^BL1

;
AL1 ¼
iﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ x^2p x^B
T
1

þ iBL1
 ð101Þ
such thatLMeissner ¼ q
2
0
2l
ð1þ x^2ÞjATþ1j2 ð102Þshowing that the AL1 mode decouples completely from the dislocation condensate.
The problem is, however, that this transformation Eq. (101) does not remove
the mode couplings associated with m 6¼ 0: x^ has reversed its sign as compared to the
transformation Eq. (69). Let us see what happens when we transform Eq. (68) to the
A basis,
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2
4l
jATþ1j2
"
þ jAL1j2 
m
ð1þ mÞð1þ x^2Þ jð1 x^
2ÞATþ1 þ 2x^AL1j2
#
ð103Þand it is immediately inferred that the prefactor of the mode coupling ATþ1AL1 þ h:c:
is proportional to x^ð1 x^2Þjpj2=ð1þ x^2Þ  q2, while the mode-splitting  q20, im-
plying that in the long wavelength limit q2 
 q20 this mode coupling can be neglected,
and the A stress photons become diagonal.
The total action can be written at long-wavelength asLq
q0 ¼
ð1 mÞ
4lð1þ mÞð1þ x^2Þ 2x
2

þ ð1þ mÞð1 mÞ q
2

jAL1j2
þ 1
4l
ð2x2
h
þ q2 þ 2q20ÞjBT1j2 þ ðx2 þ q2 þ 2q20ð1þ x^2ÞÞjATþ1j2
i
ð104Þomitting terms Oðq2=q20Þ. In the same limit, the propagator Eq. (83) becomes in terms
of the A ﬁelds,Gq
q0 ¼ const:þ
ð1 mÞ2x2
2l2ð1þ mÞ2ð1þ x^2Þ hhA
L
1jAL1ii þ
2x2
4l2ð1þ cx2Þ
 hhATþ1jATþ1ii þ
2x2
4l2
hhBT1jBT1ii
¼ const:þ 2
j
q2
x2 þ jq q2
þ 1
l
q2 þ 2q20
2x2 þ q2 þ 2q20
þ 1
l
3q2=2þ 4q20
x2 þ 3q2=2þ 4q20
ð105Þ
and the spectral function can be read oﬀ,Im½Gq
q0  ¼
2q2
j
d x2

þ j
q
q2
	
þ q
2 þ 2q20
l
d 2x2
 þ q2 þ 2q20
þ 3q
2 þ 4q20
l
d x2
 þ 3q2=2þ 4q20: ð106Þ7.3. Discussion I: The scaling limit and the continuity principle
Eq. (106) is one of the central results of this paper. It shows several highly inter-
esting features. Most importantly, the dislocation condensate or dual of the crystal
is characterized by a single massless collective mode. This mode is nothing else than a
true compression mode as is obvious from both the velocity and the coupling con-
stant, set both by the compression modulus j. The propagator is at long wavelength
identical to Eq. (47) associated with a compression-only solid characterized by
m ¼ 1. Having understood the mechanics of the dual Higgs mechanism this is not
a surprise. At long wavelength compression decouples from the dislocation sources,
and the compression mode is therefore not aﬀected by the Higgs mass coming from
the dislocation Bose condensate.
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is suﬃcient condition to arrive at the following far-reaching conclusion:The dislocation condensate is at the same time a conventional superﬂuid.This statement rests on a general hydrodynamic argument predating the discovery
of oﬀ-diagonal long range order: it is originally due to Landau [35] and further elab-
orated by Feynman [36]. Landau argued that the superﬂuid fraction could just be
characterized by a phonon, or more precisely, by a propagating pure compression
mode. The diﬀerence with a normal ﬂuid (carrying also sound) is in the complete
vanishing of the shear viscosity—although a normal ﬂuid does not carry a reactive
response towards shear forces it will show a dissipative response. From general hy-
drodynamic consideration it follows that the ﬂow of a ﬂuid with vanishing shear vis-
cosity is under all circumstances a potential ﬂow, and such a ﬂow is: (i) dissipationless
and (ii) irrotational. In any hydrodynamics textbook one ﬁnds that vorticity, dissi-
pation and shear go hand in hand.
This hydrodynamical argument is not in conﬂict with ODLRO. The phase mode of
the conventional interactingBose-gas is just an isolated compressionmode. The novelty
of our result is that it demonstrates that Landaus hydrodynamical characterization is
the more fundamental one; conventional ODLRO is just one microscopic mechanism
to realize this hydrodynamics. We demonstrate an alternative mechanism. The crys-
tal-dual presented here is characterized by oﬀ-diagonal long range order in terms of
the dislocations. Every dislocation can be regarded as a composite of an inﬁnite number
of constituentparticles, andwe took this inﬁnityparticularly seriousby insisting that the
constituent particles have disappeared altogether. In this sense, the overlap with the
conventional Bose-gas is vanishing. The eﬀect of the dual Higgs condensate on the ﬂow
properties of the medium are indirect. The true phonons of the original crystal are
propagating modes because of Goldstone protection. This Goldstone protection is
not aﬀected by the coherent dislocation Bose condensate: it inherites its dissipationless
nature from the elastic medium. However, the dislocation condensate causes a Higgs
mass in the shear sector and an elastic medium characterized by massive shear and
massless compression sustains material ﬂows which cannot be pinned while the ﬂows
have to be irrotational. In essence, it is like the charge density wave sliding of Fr€ohlich.
TheproblemwithFr€ohlichs superﬂow is that anyviolation ofEuclidean invariancewill
restore dissipation: the impurity pinning. Pinning requires shear rigidity, and the sliding
mode/longitudinal phonon carries shear.However, shear rigidity is vanishing in the dis-
location condensate. The impurity potential is screened by the dislocations, and on
scales exceeding the shear penetration depth 1=q0 the impurity potentials have disap-
peared. Hence, the dislocation condensate turns the sliding mode in a superﬂuid mode
which cannot be pinned. At the same time this ﬂuid is irrotational. Only at energies ex-
ceeding the shear mass gap, vortices can exist. Vorticity implies shear stresses.
Summarizing, our duality shows that the usual deﬁnition,a superﬂuid is a state of matter characterized by oﬀ-diagonal long range order in term of the
ﬁeld operators of the constituent bosonsshould be supplemented by,
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presence of a dual dislocation condensate,to arrive at a complete characterization. We emphasize that both viewpoints are
equally correct. All one can discern in the scaling limit is the universal deﬁnition, as
given by Landau:a superﬂuid is a state of matter characterized by a low energy spectrum which is exhausted
by a propagating, massless compression mode.Since both states are hydrodynamically indistinguishable they are actually the
same state: by general principle it has to be possible to adiabatically continue the
Bose-gas superﬂuid into our order superﬂuid. These are just limiting microscopic
descriptions of the same entity. Among others, this also implies a dont worry
theorem regarding the problem that interstitials cannot be incorporated in the
ﬁeld theory. Because of continuity, it has to be that these can be smoothly inserted
in the theory, driving the superﬂuid away from the order-asymptote which is not a
singular limit.
To complete the argument we still have to demonstrate that in this irrotational
ﬂuid a genuine Meissner eﬀect should occur when electromagnetic ﬁelds are coupled
in. This we reserve for Section 9.
7.4. Discussion II: the massive shear modes
At distances shorter than the shear penetration depth the diﬀerences in the de-
scription become manifest, as follows directly from Eq. (106). From the study of
4Helium a clear view has developed on the nature of the excitation spectrum in a
particle superﬂuid. At higher energies, away from the scaling limit, one ﬁnds besides
an incoherent continuum associated with particle-like excitations the roton-mini-
mum. Following Feynman [36], the roton is associated with crystal-like correlations
limited to length scales of order of the lattice constant (the wiggles in the structure
factor). The case we consider is about a substance where the crystal-correlations ex-
tend to length scales which are still very large compared to the lattice constant. In the
ﬁeld theory, the lattice constant is sent to zero while the shear penetration depth is
kept ﬁnite. We predict that in this regime the system is characterized by two propa-
gating, massive modes besides the massless compression mode, see Eq. (106). The
continuity argument given in the above implies that these massive modes should
be meaningful, also away from the ﬁeld theoretic a! 0 limit. Their existence just re-
quires that the crystalline correlations extend to a length scale (shear penetration
depth) which is substantially larger than the lattice constant. There is every reason
to expect that these massive shear modes are generic under these circumstances
and we expect that in a bosonic substance having a substantially weaker ﬁrst order
crystal–superﬂuid transition than Helium these modes will show up. One can even
wonder if the roton seen in Helium can be interpreted as a remnant of such a mode,
in the case that 1=q0 starts to approach the lattice constant.
What is the physical nature of the massive modes? It is easily checked that both
are exclusively carrying shear. The dual Higgs mechanism acts at long wavelength to
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is entirely concentrated in the massless mode. It is seen from Eq. (106) that both
modes have a ﬁnite pole-strength at q! 0 and these would therefore show up in
for instance inelastic scattering. Amusingly, deep in the disordered state the mode
content in the stress-photon representation becomes visible on our side of the dual-
ity. In the solid, and in the regime q > q0 (next section) only two phonons are visible
but when the disorder ﬁelds take over in the regime q < q0, the photons take
over.
It is also seen that the two shear modes are inequivalent. The BT1 stress photon
carries the natural velocity
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l=q
p
and Higgs gap q0. The ATþ1 mode is, on the other
hand, characterized by a a velocity which is larger by a factor
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
and a gap which is
larger by a factor of two. How can this be, given that they both reﬂect the same fun-
damental scales (l, q, h)? Our analysis shows that it originates in the way Lorentz
invariance is broken, and since this happens in a generic way in non-relativistic na-
ture, the ratio of the gaps and the velocities can be regarded as universal. The analogy
with electromagnetism which we introduced earlier is helpful in this regard. The BT1
photon is magnetic-like while ATþ1 is electrical-like. Since Lorentz-invariance is bro-
ken these are no longer equivalent even when c ¼ 1 and this anisotropy causes the
modes to be inequivalent in a universal fashion.
Summarizing, the analysis of the excitation spectrum of our topological-nematic
superﬂuid in 2+ 1D has revealed features which should be far more general than the
present case, since they are all tied to general symmetry principles. The theory is sur-
prisingly predictive. All what is required is a bosonic substance undergoing a second
order (or suﬃciently weak ﬁrst order) crystal–superﬂuid transition. By measuring the
phonons on the crystal side of the transition one can establish the shear modulus l,
the mass density q and the Poisson ratio m. The only free parameter left on the su-
perﬂuid side is the shear penetration depth 1=q0 and this suﬃces to extract the three
distinct velocities and the two mass scales associated with the three modes visible on
the superﬂuid side.
7.5. Discussion III: intermediate scales
It is quite tedious to derive the expressions for the full propagator in the regime of
intermediate momenta and frequency, and barely worth the eﬀort. One can immedi-
ately infer what is happening. Deﬁne a dimensionless gap scale,q^0 ¼
q0
jpj ¼
q0ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q2 þ x2
p : ð107Þ
It is immediately clear that in the regime q^0 
 1, the spectrum of the elastic state,
characterized by a longitudinal- and transverse phonon, should be recovered. Hence,
when bq0 ’ 1 a crossover occurs from the compression- plus two massive shear modes
of the superﬂuid to the phonon spectrum. At this crossover, the electric shear mode
acquires compression character, turning into the longitudinal mode. At the same
time, the third stress photon is rediscovered, and one expects this third mode to
gradually loose its spectral weight, to vanish completely at large momenta.
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the regime where the dimensionless gap bq0 is small but ﬁnite. Consider the
diagonalized action Eq. (98). Ignoring the magnetic shear mode, this can be
written asLeff ðBÞ ¼
1
4lð1þ mÞ
X

x2

þ 1

þ m
2

q2 þ ð1þ x^2Þð1þ mÞq20
 jpj2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1þ x^2Þ2 m
2
 
þ ð1þ mÞq^20
 2
 2mð1þ mÞð1 x^2Þ2q^20
r !
jBj2:
ð108ÞExpanding the square root up to order bq0 2,
Leff ðBÞ ’
1
4l
x2

þ q2 þ 8q20
x2
2x2 þ q2
	
jBþj2
þ x
2ð1 mÞ þ q2
1þ m

þ 2q20
q4
ð2x2 þ q2Þðx2 þ q2Þ
	
jBj2

: ð109ÞOne recognizes the third photon (Bþ) and the longitudinal phonon (B). The
gaps seen by these stress photons are multiplied by dimensionless ratios which de-
pend on particular combinations of spatial momenta and frequencies. However, it is
immediately clear from Eq. (109) that the poles will closely approach the bare elastic
stress-photon poles. To leading order in small q^0 we can therefore evaluate the values
of the frequency–momenta ratios multiplying q20 by inserting for these ratios their
values at the positions of the bare poles. We ﬁndLeff ðBÞ ’
1
4l
x2
 þ q2 þ 8q20jBþj2 þ 1 m4lð1þ mÞ x2

þ q
2
1 mþ
2ð1 mÞ
m
q20
	
jBj2:
ð110ÞIt follows that the the third photon looses its spectral weight in a universal way
(i.e., independent of the Poisson ration m) in much the same way as for instance a
Bogoliubov excitation in a BCS superconductor looses its weight upon exceeding
the gap scale. On the other hand, the recovery of the longitudinal photon does de-
pend on the Poisson ratio. Interestingly, one ﬁnds that for vanishing Poisson ratio
the above simple expansion becomes singular. Vanishing Poisson ratio means that
the compression and shear moduli become equal, j ¼ l. What is going on at this spe-
cial point?
As a fortunate circumstance, the m ¼ 0 case can be easily evaluated ana-
lytically. The reason is that in this case Eq. (103) is diagonal. The dual action
simpliﬁes to
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4l
Z
dq2 dx p2jBT1 j2
h
þ ðp2 þx2ÞjBT1j2þ p2jBL1j2þ 2q20ðjBT1j2
þ jBT1  ix^BL1j2Þ
i
¼ h
4l
Z
dq2 dx ð2x2

þ q2þ 2q20ÞjBT1j2þ ðx2þ q2þ 2q20ð1þ x^2ÞÞjATþ1j2
þ ðx2þ q2ÞjAL1j2

: ð111ÞWith the exception of the BT1 mode, one cannot yet read the mode spectrum from
this expression because it involves a frequency dependent gap 2q20ð1þ x^2Þ ¼
2q20ð2x2 þ q2Þ=ðx2 þ q2Þ. Let us consider therefore the propagator, simplifying con-
siderably in the m ¼ 0 case,G ¼ 1
l
 p
2
4l2
2x^2hhBT1jBT1ii

þ hhBTþ1jBTþ1ii þ x^2hhBL1jBL1ii

: ð112ÞTransforming to the As,G ¼ 1
l
1
264  2x2
2x2 þ q2 þ 2q20
þ ð2x
2 þ q2Þðx2 þ q2Þ þ 4x2q20
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1þ q2
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0
q  
375
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l
ðq20 þ q
2
2
Þ
x2 þ q2=2þ q20
264 þ ð2q20 þ q22 Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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2q2
0
q 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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0
q
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0
q 
0B@
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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0
q
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ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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2q2
0
q  
1CA
375:
ð113Þ
It immediately follows thatIm½G ¼ 1
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providing a closed solution for the spectrum.
Fig. 10. The spectral function derived from the elastic propagator of the Coulomb nematic superﬂuid for
the special case that the Poisson ratio is vanishing (l ¼ j). A small artiﬁcial broadening is added and the
grey scale indicates the magnitude of the spectral function. One recognizes at small momentum q the mass-
less compression (or superﬂuid phase-) mode, and the two massive shear modes. For accidental reasons,
the superﬂuid modes do not merge with the longitudinal and transverse phonons of the solid at large mo-
menta, and the three modes remain visible. This eﬀect can be traced to a accidental degeneracy, see text.
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q0 ¼ 1. In the long wavelength regime (q
 1) this is according to the expectations:
one ﬁnds the massless compression mode and the magnetic- and electric massive
shear photons with a gap ratio of two. At high frequency, q	 1, a surprise occurs:
all three stress photons remain visible, while the longitudinal phonon and third
mode are separated by a ﬁxed frequency  q0, sharing the total spectral weight in
the electrical sector. This phenomenon has a simple explanation. In the general case
the poles as function of real frequency will be determined by x 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q2 þ aq20
p
with a a
number of order unity at large frequencies. For q2 	 q20 this can be written as
x  q2 þ ða=2Þq20=q and the mass gap will therefore not exert inﬂuences in the large
frequency regime. The specialty of the m ¼ 0 case is, however, that the velocity of the
longitudinal- and third stress photons is the same, see Eq. (111). In other words the
mode-coupling caused by the gap is at resonance, regardless the measuring
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trical poles are at x  q
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 ﬃﬃﬃ2p ðq0=qÞ þ 2ðq0=qÞ2q ’ q q0= ﬃﬃﬃ2p , split by a ﬁxed
amount regardless the frequency.8. Breaking rotational symmetry: Is it a nematic or a smectic?
As we already announced, the ordered quantum-nematic state is a straightfor-
ward extension of the Coulomb nematic discussed in detail in the previous section.
As we explained in Section 6.2, the shear Higgs mass is multiplied by a factor which
depends on the orientation in (spatial) momentum space ~^q,q20ð~^qÞ ¼ ~q20 1

þ 2q^2yQxx þ 2q^2xQyy  4q^xq^yQxy

: ð115ÞTo gain some intuition, let us consider the case that the director is completely po-
larized. As we explained in Section 3, Qab ¼ nanb  1=2dab where the vectors ~n are
Oð2Þ unit rotors parameterizing the Burgers vectors. Complete polarization now
means that the Burgers vectors are exclusively oriented in one direction. Under this
condition the Qs can be parameterized asn^x ¼ cos g;
n^y ¼ sin g;
Qxx ¼ 1
2
cosð2gÞ;
Qyy ¼  1
2
cosð2gÞ;
Qxy ¼ Qyx ¼  1
2
sinð2gÞ:
ð116ÞLet us parameterize ðq^x; q^yÞ ¼ cosð/qÞ; cosð/qÞ
 
, as in Section 4. Eq. (115) be-
comesq20ð~^qÞ ¼ ~q20 1ð  cos 2ð/½  gÞÞ: ð117Þ
One observes that the Higgs mass acquires the correct p periodicity in momentum
space, as required by the p periodicity of the director. Secondly, when the stress-pho-
ton has a momentum parallel to the director such that / g ¼ 0modðpÞ the Higgs
mass is vanishing while the Higgs mass is maximal when the stress-photon momen-
tum is at a right angle relative to the director, / g ¼ p=2modðpÞ. This makes
sense. Because of the glide principle, the dislocation screening currents are running
parallel to the director. The shear electrical- and magnetic ﬁeld strengths associ-
ated with the stress photons are transversal to their propagation direction. There-
fore, they acquire a maximal Higgs mass when their propagation direction is
transversal to the direction of the screening currents/director. This is a most interest-
ing result. It shows that the the spectrum of stress photons is for every orientation
in momentum of the form as explained in the previous section, except that the
Higgs mass has now become a function of orientation. Stronger, the Higgs mass is
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tion) to the director. At these points, the shear penetration depth is diverging and the
phonons of the elastic medium re-emerge.
Let us re-emphasize that this is just a consequence of the glide principle. hQabi 6¼ 0
means that the Burgers vectors acquire an orientational order. As we discussed, to
keep compression rigidity decoupled from the dislocations one has to impose an ab-
solute glide condition on the dynamics of the dislocations. In other words, disloca-
tions can only delocalize in the direction of their oriented Burgers vectors. Their
kinetic energy translates into the shear Higgs mass and the result is that in the direc-
tions precisely perpendicular to the director shear is decoupling from the dislocation
condensate, and the phonons re-emerge.
Let us re-emphasize that is not correct to view this condensate as a quasi-1D form
of matter, despite the fact that the dislocations currents are spontaneously oriented.
The reasons are given in Section 3 and Appendix B. The dislocations can be created
and annihilated everywhere in the 2D space and this determines the dimensionality
of the eﬀective ﬁeld theory. Accordingly, the disorder ﬁeld W parameterizing the dis-
location superﬂuid is just a conventional 2 + 1D GLW order parameter ﬁeld. The di-
mensional reduction resides in the way its rigidity is transferred to the stress
photons. Their screening requires a real motion of the dislocations (shear screening
currents) and these are guided by the director as implied by the glide constraint,
causing an anisotropic shear Higgs mass.
More than anything else discussed in this paper, this Higgs nematic should be
considered as an entity which only carries a meaning in the ﬁeld theoretic descrip-
tion. As we repeatedly emphasized, in real condensed matter systems there will
always be a ﬁnite density of interstitial defects in the ﬂuid states. These intersti-
tials will directly corrupt the glide constraint; although is not clear to us how to
incorporate such an interstitial gas in the present formalism it is clear that the
presence of interstitials will immediately liberate climb. When climb is possible,
dislocations will carry kinetic energy perpendicular to their Burgers vectors and
the result has to be that the shear Higgs mass is ﬁnite in all directions. We
can safely conclude that the quantum nematic derived from normal matter will
be a superﬂuid (i.e. ﬁnite shear penetration depth in all directions) although
one which might be highly anisotropic. Upon closely approaching the order limit
it will be a much better superﬂuid in the direction parallel to the director than in
the perpendicular direction. We will discuss this further in the context of the su-
perconductor, Section 9.
Another caveat is that a priori the director is a ﬂuctuating quantity, as we dis-
cussed at length in Section 3. Considering Eqs. (115)–(117) in a naive fashion, ﬂuc-
tuations of the director seem to imply that a mass gap would open up everywhere at
the moment that these ﬂuctuations would become noticeable. Local ﬂuctuations
would render hjQabji < 1 and this implies q20ð~^qÞ > 0 for all q^s. This cannot be correct,
as can be inferred from simple physics considerations. As long as the director is or-
dered a correlation length is present. At distances shorter than this length the direc-
tor is ﬂuctuating and thereby the Burgers vector undergo directional ﬂuctuations.
Hence, at these small scales shear screening currents ﬂow also in wrong directions.
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come invisible and at these large scales only dislocation currents can ﬂow which
are precisely conforming to the director. Clearly, the fate of the phonons at the mass-
less points is about macroscopic distances and here the director should rule in an ab-
solute fashion. This is of course no more than a qualitative argument and this
interesting problem deserves a more careful consideration, which we reserve for
future study.
Despite these reservations, one can take the ﬁeld theory at face value, to wonder
what our ﬁnding might mean in general. This state is quite peculiar: a superﬂuid in
all directions, except for precisely two orientations where it behaves like a solid. One
could argue that it is semantically more correct to call it a smectic . It should be
emphasized, however, that this glide smectic has nothing to do with conventional
(classical) smectics and the quantum generalization thereof recently introduced by
Kivelson and Lubensky et al. (also called the sliding phases) [20,26]. Invariantly,
one starts out with special microscopic conditions such that the microscopic constit-
uents want to form ﬂuid- (smectic A) or algebraically ordered (smectic B, Luttinger
liquids) layers. These layers then form a periodic stack, breaking the translational
symmetry in the perpendicular direction. The main challenge is then to show that
the layers stay ﬂuid despite the symmetry breaking in the third direction. The rigidity
of these smectics is typically governed by elastic actions of the form (3+ 1D, z is the
stacking direction),S 
Z
dX BðozuÞ2

þ qðosuÞ2 þ K o2x

þ o2y
2
þ   

ð118Þcarrying only a propagating, longitudinal phonon mode in the stacking direction.
One notices that this is very diﬀerent from our glide smectic where the full phonon
response (longitudinal- and transversal modes) of the solid is recovered in the
ordered direction.
In conclusion, it appears that we have identiﬁed a truly novel state of quantum
matter. It can only be literally realized in an unphysical limit (absence of intersti-
tials). However, this limit can at least in principle be approached arbitrarily closely
and the glide smectic is potentially of relevance for the physics of the cross-over re-
gime. Starting from the ultraviolet, one expects ﬁrst to see the physics of the crystal
(the phonons), to subsequently ﬁnd that the phonons turn into the stress photons of
the superﬂuid in one direction while they survive in the perpendicular direction. Only
at the largest scales the latter also turn into the modes of the superﬂuid. From the
theoretical side, the construction gives away a curious motive which makes one won-
der if it might be of relevance elsewhere. In the conspiracy of spontaneous rotational
symmetry breaking and the glide principle, both associated with the topological
charge of the dislocation, a dynamical compactiﬁcation mechanism has emerged.
One can equally well view the above as an example of curling up an extra dimension.
An observer which can only exchange information with other observers by employ-
ing shear stresses is locked up into the dimension perpendicular to the director in the
static limit, to only infer about the existence of the extra dimension by investing a
large energy.
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Up to this point we have focussed on elastic matter which is decoupled from other
gauge ﬁelds. The outcome is that this neutral crystal dualizes into the neutral super-
ﬂuid. A next issue is what happens when the crystal is coupled to other gauge ﬁelds,
and the gauge ﬁelds of interest is of course electromagnetism. The starting point is
the electromagnetically charged crystal which one could call a charge density wave
or a Wigner crystal. Traditionally, the name Wigner crystal seems reserved to the
crystalline state of electrons realized at low densities in the continuum. Such a crystal
carries a fermionic statistic and is thereby beyond the scope of this paper. However,
adding the preﬁx bosonic one might want to interpret it as a crystal composed of
electromagnetically charged bosons, for instance the charged ordered state of Coo-
per pairs breaking spontaneously translational symmetry.
We asserted in the previous chapter that the dual of the neutral crystal is a super-
ﬂuid. If correct, this should imply that the dual of the bosonic Wigner crystal has to
be a superconductor. Symmetry does not allow for any other outcome. Upon cou-
pling the superﬂuid matter ﬁelds to the electromagnetic gauge ﬁelds, the only possi-
ble outcome is the Higgs–Meissner phase.
The case can be made even more rigorous. We showed in Section 7 that the neu-
tral case is characterized by an isolated propagating compression mode. Wen and
Zee [37] presented some time ago a theorem demonstrating that such a state has
to exhibit an electromagnetic Meissner eﬀect when such a medium acquires electrical
charge. Their argument is quite elementary. A compression mode can be dualized in
a pair of compression photons and these are coupled to the EM photons. Integrat-
ing the former results in a mass gap for the latter.
A priori, it is far from obvious that the Meissner phase will emerge in the dislo-
cation condensate. Consistency requires that the ﬁeld theory should only know
about the lowest order derivatives (i.e., linear elasticity) and in this order the dis-
placement ﬁelds only couple to electrical ﬁelds and not to magnetic ﬁelds. How
can this generate Meissner? The next puzzle is that the dual of the crystal is a Bose
condensate of dislocations, but it is easily demonstrated that the dislocations are not
directly coupled to electromagnetism. Somehow, in order for the dual to be a super-
conductor, the electromagnetic screening currents have to be carried by the remnants
of the elastic medium, since the dislocations themselves are incapable of carrying
electromagnetic currents.
As we will show, this riddle has an amazing resolution. We will present a Higgs
mechanism which is completely diﬀerent from what is found in the textbooks. At
the same time, the continuity arguments we used in the previous section apply
equally well in this case, meaning that this interpretation is nor better and neither
worse than the textbook one: it just oﬀers an equivalent viewpoint on the nature
of the superconducting state as far as the scaling limit is concerned, acquiring only
a diﬀerent meaning when one goes away from the scaling limit. This new mechanism
can be summarized as follows:The Meissner eﬀect lies in hide in the bosonic Wigner crystal, to get liberated when shear
rigidity becomes short ranged.
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superconductor is rather tedious. However, using our helical projections the prob-
lem factorizes in a magnetic sector where the Meissner eﬀect resides and an electrical
sector responsible for the physics of the plasmons. The magnetic sector is quite sim-
ple technically and will be discussed in full here. The electrical sector involves some
tedious algebra and will be discussed in a future publication.
9.1. Basics: electrodynamics and linear elasticity
Let us ﬁrst review the standard derivation of the coupling between the EM ﬁeld
and the charged crystal. We start with the atomistic view on the elastic medium as
a composite of charged particles. Every individual (non-relativistic) particle posi-
tioned at ~R ¼ ðRx;RyÞ carries a charge e and it interacts with the ﬁeld according to,
SEM ¼ e
Z
ds Asð~RÞ

 1
c
Aað~RÞosRa
	
: ð119ÞFor convenience, we use units of time measured in units of length with a conver-
sion factor given by the phonon velocity c2ph ¼ 2l=q. The velocity of light c in Eq.
(119) thereby corresponds with the ratio of the light velocity to the phonon velocity,
which will turn into the true light velocity when the phonon velocity is reinserted in
the ﬁnal outcomes.
Consistency with linearized quantum-elasticity requires that only the leading or-
der in the gradient expansion for the phonon–photon coupling should be kept. Writ-
ing ~R ¼ ~R0 þ~u and expanding to lowest order,
SEM ¼
Z
d2xds ðneeÞuaoaAs

 nee
c
 
Aaosua þ 1
16pc
FlmF lm

; ð120Þwhere we explicitly included the Maxwell term of the electromagnetic ﬁelds. The
above amounts to the simple statement that for inﬁnitesimal displacements the
electrical ﬁelds exert a force on the displacements. The coupling to magnetic ﬁelds
emerge only in the next order of the gradient expansion and these torque stresses
belong to the realms of second gradient elasticity, to be omitted in the limit that the
lattice constant is sent to zero.
Let us now reconsider the transformation to stress representation, keeping track
of the coupling to electromagnetic ﬁelds. Including Eq. (120) in the duality transfor-
mation presented in Section 3.2, we ﬁnd after the H–S transformation, and reshuf-
ﬂing of derivatives,S ¼
Z
dX

 1
2
ralC
1
lmabr
b
m þ raloluaP þ ½uaPoaAs  AaosuaP 
þ uaolð  ral þ Asdl;a þ Aadl;sÞ þ
1
16pc
FlmF lm

: ð121ÞBy integrating over the smooth conﬁgurations ua it follows that all components of
the quantity,~ral  ral  Asdl;a  Aadl;s: ð122Þ
are separately conserved,
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The ﬁelds ral are again the components of the stress tensor, now satisfying the
equation of motion olral ¼ fa where fa is the ath component of the net applied ex-
ternal force density, here the electrical ﬁeld density. In the present dynamical context
this just corresponds with the equations of motions in the presence of an electrical
ﬁeld. The electrical ﬁelds ~E areEa ¼  1c osAa  oaAs ð124Þand using the stress–strain relations Eq. (26) for the isotropic medium one ﬁnds
explicitly the familiar real time equations of motions for the displacement ﬁelds,qo2t ux ¼ ðj

þ lÞo2x þ lo2y

ux þ joxoyuy þ neeEx;
qo2t uy ¼ joxoyux þ lo2x

þ ðjþ lÞo2y

uy þ neeEy :
ð125Þ9.2. Photons and stress photons
Up to this point it is of course standard. In the mean time, the reader should have
recognized that the stress gauge ﬁelds, Kleinerts invention, have a remarkable ca-
pacity to generate deep insights. As we perceive it, the remarkable powers of the con-
cept become fully visible when one in interested in the faith of the electromagnetic
photon in the dual condensate.
It starts out with the simple observation that since the full stress tensor ~r (includ-
ing the EM forces) is divergenceless,~ral ¼ lmkomBak: ð126Þ
The stress gauge ﬁelds therefore include the electromagnetic forces. The elastic
components of the stress ﬁelds can therefore be written asral ¼ lmkomBak þ Asdl;a þ Aadl;s: ð127ÞThe local conservation law on the total stress can be imposed on the action Eq.
(121) by inserting this identity. After some algebra,S ¼
Z
dX

 1
2
lmkomBak
 þ Asdl;a þ Aadl;sC1ll0ab l0m0k0om0Bbk0 þ Asdl0 ;b þ Abdl0 ;s
þ iBalJal þ
1
16pc
FlmF lm

: ð128ÞOne ﬁnds that the dislocation currents Jal are sources for just the total stress
gauge ﬁelds B. Introducing the quantity (elasticity dressed electromagnetic ﬁelds),Uak ¼ ðneeÞC1ll0ablmkom Asdl0 ;b

þ 1
c
Abdl0;s
	
ð129Þ
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Z
d2xds

 1
2
lmkomBak
 
C1ll0ab l0m0k0om0B
b
k0
 
 Bal iJal

þ Ual

þ nee
2
2
Asdl;a

þ 1
c
Aadl;s
	
C1ll0ab Asdl0;b

þ 1
c
Abdl0 ;s
	
þ 1
16pc
FlmF lm

: ð130ÞThe ﬁrst- and last term are the now familiar stress- and electromagnetism Max-
well terms. The second term shows that the dressed EM ﬁelds U couple minimally
to the stress-gauge ﬁelds. It is also seen that the EM ﬁelds do not couple directly
to the dislocations: terms of the form AJ have cancelled out and in this sense are dis-
locations electrically neutral. However, both the dislocations and the EM potentials
couple to the stress gauge ﬁelds. Although the direct coupling is absent, dislocations
do interact with EM ﬁelds, albeit in an indirect way by the inﬂuences they both exert
on the intermediary elastic medium.
The real surprise is in the third term. By just rewriting the action in terms of the
stress gauge ﬁelds, a Meissner term has emerged! Consider the space-like EM poten-
tials occurring in the third term. Because of the delta functions, only the time-like
components of the inverse elastic tensor matter and C1ssab ¼ dab=q. In other words,
this action contains the term ðn2ee2=qc2ÞðA2x þ A2yÞ. The prefactor carries the dimen-
sion of inverse area,1
k2L
¼ 4pn
2
ee
2
qc2
ð131Þand kL is recognized as the London penetration depth, expressed in the relevant
dimensionful quantities characterizing this problem. This is remarkable. Just by
representing the problem of the charged elastic medium in terms of stress gauge
ﬁelds, the electromagnetic sector acquires automatically a Meissner term. In the
particle language one has to work hard to discover the Meissner as a ramiﬁcation of
the oﬀ-diagonal long range order. In this order language, when one knows to use the
natural representation (stress gauge ﬁelds) Meissner is around all along, and the
problem is actually to get rid of it! In the absence of dislocations Jal ¼ 0 it seems to be
still present. However, this corresponds with the elastic/crystalline state and the
crystal is surely not a superconductor; the Meissner term has to vanish from the
eﬀective action describing the electrodynamics of the crystal. As we will show, this is
indeed the case. The EM photons couple linearly to the stress photons via the term
BU. The stress photons have to be integrated to arrive at the eﬀective action for the
electrodynamics. As we will show, these integrations produces a counter term which
is precisely compensating the Meissner term in the bare action. However, when the
shear photons acquire their Higgs mass due to the presence of the dislocation con-
densate, this compensation is no longer complete and a true Meissner term remains
demonstrating that the dual state is a superconductor. The reader can now appre-
ciate the meaning of the metaphor we presented earlier: in the crystal, the Meissner
eﬀect is around (Eq. (130)), but it is lying in hide because it is eaten by the phonons,
to get liberated in the dual ﬂuid, because of the mass gap in the stress-photon sector
associated with the ﬁnite range of shear.
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The expressions Eqs. (129) and (130) appear at ﬁrst sight as quite complicated, al-
though they represent no more than the coupling of phonons and photons in the
Wigner crystal (ignoring the dislocations). Matters simplify considerably by using
the helical projections introduced in Section 4. To establish the connections with
the familiar context of electromagnetism, it is easily shown that the magnetic- (B2)
and electrical (E2) energy densities in momentum space are simply given by,B2ð~q;xÞ  q2jA1j2;
E2ð~q;xÞ  ðx=cÞ2jA1j2 þ ððx=cÞ2 þ q2ÞjAþ1j2
ð132Þand the electromagnetic Maxwell action becomesSMaxwell ¼ 1
16pc
Z
dXFlmF lm
¼ 1
16pc
Z
d2qdx
ð2pÞ3 ðx
2 þ c2q2Þ jAþ1j2

þ jA1j2

: ð133ÞThe total action for the Wigner crystal becomesStot ¼ SMaxwell þ Sstress þ SMeissner þ Sint; ð134Þ
where Sstress is the Maxwell action for the stress gauge ﬁelds, Eq. (70), to be aug-
mented with the dislocation Higgs mass, Eq. (96) when we want to address the su-
perconductor. We still have to derive the pseudo-Meissner action SMeissner and the
coupling between the stress- and the EM gauge ﬁelds Sint in terms of the projected
ﬁelds.The pseudo-Meissner term readsLMeissner ¼ n2ee2ðC1ÞlmabðAsda;l  ð1=cÞAads;lÞðAsdb;m  ð1=cÞAbds;mÞ
¼ n2ee2
1
qc2
jA1j2
"
þ ð1 x^
2Þ
j
 
þ x^
2
qc2
!
jA1j2
#
: ð135ÞIn the non-relativistic limit q	 x=c, we recognize that the mass in the electrical
sector  jA1j2 with the electrical screening length q2p ¼ n2ee2=j, which is set by the
compression modulus and will translate in a plasmon-frequency via x2p ¼ nee2=
m ¼ c2jq2p with the compression velocity cj ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
j=q
p
. As we already discussed, the
surprising feature is the term jA1j2=k2L, showing that the magnetic vector potential
acquires a genuine Higgs mass.
The stress- and electromagnetic gauge potentials are linearly coupled and in order
to arrive at meaningful statements regarding the electrodynamics one has to explic-
itly integrate out the stress ﬁelds. These couplings read in terms of the projected
ﬁelds,Sint ¼ neeq 1qc B
T
1A

1

 x^ 1
qc

 1
2j
	
BL1A

1 
i
2j
BT1A

1
	
ð136Þ
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tions are in principle straightforward, the problem is in practice quite complicated,
especially so in the presence of the dislocation Higgs mass, and we leave the full
analysis to a future publication. However, these problems all reside in the electrical
sector (i.e., the plasmons), and as a pleasant circumstance the magnetic sector is
simple. We observe that in all pieces of the total action Eq. (134) the problem fac-
torizes in a magnetic part in terms of B1T and A
1 and an electrical part in terms of
the other helical components. Collecting all the magnetic pieces,SStot ¼ Selec þ Smag;
magn ¼
Z
d2qdx
ð2pÞ3
1
16pc2
ðx2

þ c2q2 þ c2=k2LÞjA1j2 
neeq
qc
BT1A

1
þ 1
4l
ð2x2 þ q2 þ 2q20ÞjBT1j2

: ð137ÞThe B ﬁelds have to be integrated to arrive at the electrodynamics of the crystal or
the dual ﬂuid. The integration rule is as usual for complex variables (Fourier com-
ponents),Z
dReflgdImflgebl2þiðlaþc:c:Þ ¼ ejaj2=b; ð138Þwhere the standard unimportant multiplicative has been omitted. Setting b to be the
propagator of the B ﬁeld, a ¼ iðneeqÞA1=qc, and recalling that we use the velocity
convention c2ph ¼ 2l=q  1, we ﬁnd for the magnetic piece of the eﬀective electro-
magnetic action,Seff ;magn: ¼ n
2
ee
2
qc2
1

 q
2
2x2 þ q2 þ 2q20
	
þ 1
16p
x2
c2

þ q2
	
jA1j2: ð139Þ9.4. The Meissner eﬀect and the screening current oscillations
Eq. (139) is our second central result because it demonstrates that the dislocation
Bose condensate is at the same time a conventional electromagnetic Meissner state: it
oﬀers a complementary way to understand the phenomenon of superconductivity.
Magnetic ﬂux expulsion is associated with the vacuum and one should therefore
consider the meaning of the action Eq. (139) in the limit x! 0. Deﬁne the shear
penetration depth kS as,k2S 
1
2q20
ð140ÞRecalling the deﬁnition Eq.(131) for the London penetration depth kLSMagn;x¼0 ¼ 1
k2L
1
ðqksÞ2
1þ 1ðqk Þ2
"
þ q2
#
jA1j2
16p
ð141Þ
s
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(,
þ 1
k2L
1
ðqksÞ2
1þ 1ðqksÞ2
)
: ð142ÞFirst consider the Wigner crystal, characterized by the shear penetration depth be-
ing inﬁnite: kS !1. It follows directly from Eq. (142) that the Meissner term can-
cels. We recover the expected property of crystalline matter that it does not couple to
static magnetic ﬁelds.
However, the above reveals a deep insight which we believe is far more general
than the speciﬁc case we have analyzed. We perceive it as a sharpening of
Feynmans ideas we referred to earlier. Let us formulate it as an explicit conjec-
ture:It is suﬃcient condition for the Meissner phase to occur that a bosonic and electromagnet-
ically charged elastic medium acquires a ﬁnite penetration length for the mediation of shear
stresses.We cannot prove this conjecture for the general case. However, it is obvious for
the present case. At length scales large compared to the shear penetration depth,
qkS 
 0 the propagator becomes 1=ðq2 þ 1=k2L), demonstrating that in real space
magnetic ﬁelds decay-like expðr=kLÞ, corresponding with a conventional Meissner
eﬀect. However, at distances small compared to the shear penetration depth,
qkS 	 0, the medium rediscovers its heritage as a solid and the magnetic ﬁeld can
freely propagate, G ¼ 1=q2.
There is no doubt that the dislocation condensate is a conventional superconduc-
tor and let us once again emphasize the great diﬀerences between this Higgs mech-
anism and the conventional understanding based on the gas limit. Starting out from
the Bose-gas, the central wheel is the macroscopic quantum entanglement of the bo-
son worldlines, translating into oﬀ-diagonal order in terms of the boson ﬁeld oper-
ators, which in turn by minimal coupling causes the vector potentials to become
pure gauge. Starting out from the crystal, just by re-parameterizing the dynamics
in terms of stress photons a Meissner term is generated. When shear is massless
as in the crystal, the shear photons eat the Meissner. However, when the shear pho-
tons acquire a mass, necessarily involving a condensate of dislocations being the un-
ique agents destroying translational invariance and thereby shear rigidity, shear
photons are eaten themselves at long distances with the eﬀect that the hidden Mei-
ssner turns into a physical Meissner, giving the electromagnetic its mass. It seems,
all what is required for this mechanism is the existence of a stress photon represen-
tation, which is general, and the fact that their shear content acquires a mass in the
ﬂuid, which is also general. This gives reason to believe that the above conjecture
might well be a theorem.
The diﬀerences between the conventional and our order superconductor should
become more manifest when one measures shorter distances and -times. The key
diﬀerence is in the shear-length, an additional scale which is central in the order
description. The gas limit can be viewed as the special case of the order
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notices that shear is never mentioned in the textbook treatments of the quantum
ﬂuids. The present theory can be viewed in this regard as an extension because we
can address the question if the presence of this additional length scale causes new
phenomena.
One expects something to happen when the shear length becomes larger than the
London length. In practice, the London length is quite large (of order of microns)
while it is natural to expect that deep inside the superﬂuid/conductor the shear length
will be of order of the lattice constant. In order to enter the regime where the shear
length becomes the largest length scale it appears as a requirement that the super-
ﬂuid/conductor undergoes a second order transition into the crystalline state. This
condition can in principle be satisﬁed when the superﬂuid/conductor carries a nema-
tic order, as we discussed in previous sections. Since the shear length is diverging at
this transition, by approaching it suﬃciently closely one will always enter a regime
where the shear length is the largest length scale.
In this regime, a new eﬀect is found which does not seem have an analogy else-
where in physics. Let us consider the propagator Eq. (142) in real space. The inverse
of the propagator Eq.(142) is,G1 ¼ q2 þ 1
k2Lð1þ k2Sq2Þ
ð143Þin case of the normal superconductor, characterized by kL > 2kS , the poles lie on the
imaginary axis at,q ¼ im; m ¼
k2L 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k4L  4k2Lk2s
q
2ðkLksÞ2
: ð144ÞClosing the contour in the upper half plane in the Fourier transform to real space,
these lead to the standard exponential decay of the real space correlator
GðrÞ  er=kL .
For the interesting regime where the shear length exceeds the London penetration
depth (kL < 2kS), the situation changes drastically. At kL ¼ 2kS the four poles merge
in pairs and then bifurcate once again- this time along a circle. The point kL ¼ 2kS
signiﬁes the disorder line. For kL < 2kS , the four poles lie on a circle q in the complex
plane with radius R and phase h,q ¼ Reih; R ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kLkS
p ; h ¼ 1
2
cos1

 kL
2kS
	
: ð145ÞHence, the poles are no longer on the imaginary axis, and one anticipates an os-
cillatory behavior of the real space propagators. To gain insight, let us ﬁrst perform
the Fourier transformation in one space dimension. The real space propagator is
given by the exact expression,
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 sin r
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s !35:
ð146ÞThis simpliﬁes in the case that the shear length is much larger than the penetration
depth (kS 	 kL) to,GðrÞ ¼ pexp

 rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2kSkL
p

sin
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2kSkL
p

þ p
4
	
: ð147ÞThis is a remarkable result. It shows that that the true magnetic penetration depth
corresponds with the geometrical mean of the shear- and the London length,
kM ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2kSkL
p
. Even more surprising, on the scale of this penetration depth, the
electromagnetic screening currents have an oscillatory nature. Upon entering the
superconductors, one encounters ﬁrst a layer of screening currents, than weaker
anti-screening currents, etcetera.
This is of course not a pathology of the 1D case—it is just a generic consequence
of the location of the poles of the propagator in the complex plane. In two space
dimensions the real space propagator reads,GðrÞ ¼ 1
2pðkLkSÞ2
aþK0ðmþrÞ½ þ aK0ðmrÞ ð148Þwithm2 
k2L  i
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4k2Lk
2
S  k4L
q
2ðkLksÞ2
;
a  k
2
L  m2ðkLkSÞ2
m2þ  m2
;
aþ 
k2L  m2þðkLkSÞ2
m2  m2þ
ð149Þwith the Bessel functionK0ðxÞ ¼
Z 1
0
dt
cos xtﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ t2p ð150Þarising from the integralZ
d2k
ð2pÞ2
exp½i~k ~r
k2 þ m2 ¼
1
2p
K0ðmrÞ: ð151Þ
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2D propagator behaves in the same way as in one dimensions. In Fig. 11 we consider
the case that kS ¼ 100kL, deep in the interesting regime where the shear penetration
depth is much larger than the London length. The thick line shows the behavior of
the magnetic propagator Eq. (148) directly. Since the scale setting the exponential
envelope is the same as the one setting the oscillation period  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2kLkSp the actual
magnitude of the anti-screening currents is quite small. With some eﬀort one can just
recognize 1.5 full oscillations. We therefore also show the outcome after dividing out
the exponential envelope  expðr= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2kLkSp Þ (thin line) and this shows very clearly
the oscillations. In Fig. 12, we follow the same strategy, now showing how the oscil-
lations develop as function of increasing kS=kL. In accordance with the 1+ 1D result,
we ﬁnd that the oscillations show up only when kS > kL, while their magnitude is in-
creasing when kS grows. In addition, one can clearly see that the period of the oscil-
lations  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2kLkSp .
What is the physical implication of these ﬁndings? In the regime where the oscil-
lations occur, the magnetic screening has to take place at lengths smaller than the
shear penetration depth. In the beginning of this section we stated that at these scales
the medium is rediscovering that it is actually more like a solid and that magnetic
ﬁelds should freely penetrate. On closer inspection, however, the answer turns out
to be more subtle. In the presence of the dislocation condensate, the solid is actually
not quite recovered. At distances where the medium can carry shear stresses, it hasFig. 11. The behavior of the static magnetic propagator in two space dimensions, indicating how magnetic
ﬁelds vanish upon entering the order superconductor. The unit of length is set by the London penetration
depth kL ¼ 1 and we consider here the case than the shear penetration depth is large, kS ¼ 100, correspond-
ing with the situation that the magnetic ﬁelds are screened by matter which is rediscovering its solid nature.
The thick line corresponds with the propagator and to amplify the screening oscillations we have divided out
the exponential factor expð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2kLkSp Þ (thin line). The real magnetic penetration depth is ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2kLkSp and one
notices that on the same scale the response oscillates between diamagnetic- and paramagnetic behaviors.
Fig. 12. Same as the thin line in Fig. 11 except that we now show how the oscillations develop as function
of the shear length kS , again using kL ¼ 1 as unit of length.
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magnetic ﬁeld. It is doing so less eﬃciently than in the true ﬂuid regime characterized
by the London penetration depth. The magnetic penetration length is now given by
the geometrical mean
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kSkL
p
which is large compared to the London length, although
still small compared to kS itself. The magnetic ﬁelds can be completely screened by
the shearing ﬂuid.
The most surprising feature are the current oscillations. Is there any further phys-
ical interpretation available? At ﬁrst sight one might be tempted to draw analogies
with Friedel oscillations, to ﬁnd out on closer inspection that there is little relation-
ship. We have failed to ﬁnd any other analogy for this phenomenon in terms of the
physics which is known to us. We therefore consider it as an irreducible mathemat-
ical fact and thereby as the central prediction of this paper, given its counterintuitive
nature.
9.5. Magnetic screening in the ordered nematic
Up to this point we have focussed on the simpler case of the Coulomb nematic.
However, it is easily deduced what happens with the magnetic screening in the or-
dered nematic state. Although unphysical, it is entertaining to consider what hap-
pens in the glide smectic of Section 8. We learned that the shear penetration
depth is actually diverging in the direction perpendicular to the director. This in turn
implies that in the direction parallel to the director the magnetic penetration depth is
just the London length while the magnetic penetration depth becomes inﬁnite in the
perpendicular direction.
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tually turn into lines or stripes. This sounds far-fetched but a very similar phenom-
enology is expected in the Luttinger-liquid smectics discovered by Kivelson et al.
[26]. It is just expressing the fact that the eﬀectively 1D screening currents are not
able to screen the magnetic ﬁelds.
More realistically, one would expect that because of the liberation of climb the
shear penetration depth might be very anisotropic but still ﬁnite in the climb direc-
tion. This in turn implies that the magnetic penetration depth is strongly anisotropic,
and the vortices in the type II state should have a strongly elongated form. At least in
the 123 high Tc superconductors a sizable anisotropy of this kind has been observed.
Still, these anisotropies are quite moderate implying that if nematic order of this kind
is present the system has to be relatively far removed from the order limit.10. Conclusions
Nearing the end of this exposition, we are left with the feeling that this paper
should have been written some ﬁfty years ago in the era that the fundamental theory
of superconductivity was developed. Although our initial aim was to shed light on
the nature of nematic quantum ﬂuids, we were forced in the process to reconsider
the fundamentals of the theory of bosonic quantum ﬂuids. We discovered a way
to understand these ﬂuids which is strikingly diﬀerent, but complementary to the the-
ory found in the textbooks. The superconductor and the superﬂuid can be under-
stood as duals of the crystalline state, the state realized when a dislocation
condensate has destroyed the translational symmetry breaking governing the elastic
state.
In order to keep the mathematics under control, we could only develop the theory
in full in a limiting case. This limit can be viewed as the limiting case of ﬂuctuating
order (or strong correlations) in a bosonic ﬂuid, and is deﬁned through the require-
ment that interstitial degrees of freedom do not exist. This condition can never be
satisﬁed in ﬂuids composed of atomistic matter, and the theory is thereby not liter-
ally applicable to condensed matter systems. However, knowledge of limits is always
useful. Stronger, as we argued repeatedly, since our order superconductor can be
adiabatically continued to the Bose-gas limit (of course, modulo nematic obstruc-
tions) the presence of interstitial (Bose-gas-like) excitations can only change matters
quantitatively and not qualitatively. In suﬃciently strongly correlated Bosonic ﬂuids,
the physics discussed in this paper can be closely approached in a ﬁnite energy cross-
over regime, to turn into a truly conventional superconductor only at the lowest
energies.
A second main theme has been the development of a topological quantum theory
addressing zero temperature nematic order. With regard to the order superconduc-
tivity theme nematicity has taken the role of auxiliary device, simplifying the theory.
We believe it is in this regard not essential. We did not address explicitly the transi-
tion from the nematic- into the isotropic quantum ﬂuid driven by the condensation
of disclinations. It remains to be proven that this isotropic state is in the scaling limit
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there is every reason to believe that this is the case. Relative to the stress photons,
the disclinations live two gradients higher (Kleinerts double curl gauge ﬁeld con-
struction). These cannot couple to the massless compression mode of the superﬂuid,
and they will not alter the electromagnetic Higgs mechanism presented in Section 9.
To the best of our present understanding, the disclination condensate will just de-
stroy nematicity, be it of a topological- or fully ordered kind, in the way it is envis-
aged in the Lammert–Toner–Rokshar gauge theory [3].
Nevertheless, we perceive our ﬁndings regarding the nature of nematic orders as
quite interesting. A main result is the de-mystiﬁcation of the topologically ordered
nematic of Lammert et al. [3]. Although quite mysterious starting from the conven-
tional lengthy molecule gas perspective, this Coulomb nematic appears as a natural
possibility in the ﬁeld-theoretic framework. We emphasize that our arguments are in
this regard of equal relevance in the 3D classical melting context. Topological or-
dered states of this kind are quite elusive. Experimentalists can only infer their exis-
tence through the presence of second order phase transitions taking place in the
absence of manifest order parameters. In addition, one could hope to observe highly
energetic quantized disclinations with strange multiplicities – in the absence of a
manifest nematic order it is very hard to force them in by external means. It makes
us wonder, could it be that states of this kind are around both in the classical- and
the quantum context, being overlooked by experimentalists because of the lack of
awareness?
The other novelty is the ordered nematic state which we found to behave more
like a smectic (the glide smectic of Section 8). This is a state having no analogy else-
where. It rests on the unique dynamical principle of glide which on the quantum level
drives a literal dynamical compactiﬁcation, a reduction of dimensionality driven by
spontaneous symmetry breaking. At the same time, since this state will be destroyed
immediately by the presence of interstitials, it is not of relevance to condensed matter
physics. As with more issues raised by this work, we wonder if this mechanism might
be of use in the context of fundamental physics (cosmology and high energy physics).
We will return to this issue later.
Let us now turn to the hard question is. Is our order superconductivity of rele-
vance to nature? Fact is that no experimental evidence is available supporting any
of the hard predictions presented in this paper (the quantum nematic states, the spec-
trum of the superﬂuid, the electromagnet screening current oscillations). One state-
ment can be made easily: if it exists, it is not particularly abundant and not easily
accessible by condensed matter experimentation. As we emphasized repeatedly, all
what is needed is a Bosonic quantum ﬂuid characterized by a shear penetration depth
which is large compared to the lattice constant. For detailed microscopic reasons such
a condition is not easily satisﬁed starting out with electrons and/or atoms. There is no
doubt that conventional (BCS) superconductors, as well as the Bose–Einstein atomic
gases approach the ideal quantum gas limit very closely. 4Helium is in principle a
more fruitful territory. As we already discussed, the roton might be viewed as a ﬁrst
signal of the approach in the direction of the order superﬂuid, although it is still far
removed from the massive shear modes we discussed in Section 6. An open issue is
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physics and after all there is an indication for a second phase transition suggesting the
presence of hexatic order [17,18]. One would like to measure the excitation spectrum
using inelastic neutron scattering to look for the massive shear modes, but this is
obviously a very hard experiment.
Natural candidates for the order superconductivity are the under-doped high Tc
superconductors. Evidences have been accumulating that the superconducting state
is in a tight competition with a (anisotropic) Wigner crystal (stripe phase) ([25] and
references therein). A serious concern is that this stripe phase is itself formed because
of strong lattice commensuration eﬀects. It is a state which is uniquely associated
with doping the Mott-insulator. The Mott-insulator itself is best understood as an
electronic density wave which is commensurately pinned by the lattice. The stripe
phase can be seen as a higher order commensurate state with the charges stripes
to be interpreted as the discommensurations forming a lattice [43]. A case can be
made that due to ﬂuctuations the eﬀects of the lattice potential can be much weak-
ened so that at long wavelength the stripe phase might closely approach an eﬀective
Gallilean invariance [24,44]. If this is the case, dislocations might become cheap as
compared to interstitials, and the conditions might be right for the emergence of
quantum nematics. Although controversial, recent STM work by Kapitulnik and co-
workers [45] is suggestive of a strongly dislocated character of a partially pinned
stripe phase. There is also counter-evidence. The recent observation of striped halos
surrounding the vortex cores in the type II state of the cuprate superconductors has
added credibility to the notion that the superconductor is in a tight competition with
the stripe phase [46,47]. However, these data are quite successfully explained in terms
of theories based on supersolids [31,32]. In fact, from the present work another coun-
ter argument follows. As we discussed in Section 4, in the quantum nematic state one
would invariably expect the vortices to have strongly elongated shapes, and this is
not observed.
Although the focus of this paper has been on condensed matter physics, a next
open question is to what extent our ﬁndings can be of use in the context of funda-
mental theories, either in a metaphorical- or even in a literal sense. We already re-
ferred to the intriguing connections between generalized elasticity and gravity,
especially promoted by Kleinert [2,39,40]. The theory can be reformulated in the lan-
guage of diﬀerential geometry, starting with the identiﬁcation of the metric
gij ¼ dij þ wij. It can then be demonstrated that dislocations and disclinations take
the roles of torsion- and curvature sources, respectively. A ﬁrst requirement for
the identiﬁcation of space–time with an elasticity-type ﬁeld theory is that the latter
should be manifestly Lorentz-invariant, at least at long distances. This implies that
one has to consider isotropic elasticity in D+1 dimensions, such that the physics
along the time axis is the same as that on the time slice. Amusingly, the relativistic
generalization of the Coulomb nematic state as discussed in this paper turns out
to be indistinguishable at large wavelength from the theory of general relativity
[41]! A crucial ingredient is that in the relativistic medium the glide principle cannot
exist. The reason is that, say, in three classical dimensions dislocation lines can
have arbitrary orientations relative to their Burgers vectors (screw- versus edge
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out. As we explained in Section 3, glide is fundamentally related to the neutrality of
dislocations relative to compression. When glide is absent, dislocations will carry
compression charge, and the result is that in the relativistic Coulomb nematic both
shear and compression acquire a Higgs mass. The resulting medium is one which is
only carrying curvature rigidity and such a liquid crystal has the same long-wave-
length properties as the space–time according to Einstein.
Our present work suggest some other alleys which might be worth investigating
further with an eye on problems in fundamental physics. We already mentioned the
intriguing feature that in the glide smectic a dimension is compactiﬁed in the
stress-photon universe due to the conspiracy of spontaneous breaking of the rotations
in the embedding space, and the glide principle. One of the great unsolved problems in
string theory is dynamical compactiﬁcation. Our mechanism is stand alone in the
sense that it is ﬁeld-theoretical. It makes us wonder if some appropriate generalization
of the basic mechanism in the much richer context of string theory can be formulated.
A ﬁnal issue is the Higgs mechanism of high energy physics, believed to be respon-
sible for the origin of non-radiative rest mass. It is incorporated in the Standard
Model in the form of an eﬀective ﬁeld of the Ginzburg–Landau–Wilson type. A wide
open question is, is this ﬁeld fundamental or does it parameterize a collective prop-
erty of, say, Planck scale matter? The only analogy available used to be the Bose-gas,
and the notion that the Higgs ﬁeld is coming from a Bose-gas of particles living at the
Planck scale is for good reasons not very popular. Our order superconductor oﬀers
an alternative perspective. It shows that the Higgs mass of the gauge ﬁelds is a
secondary eﬀect, driven by a primary condensation associated with symmetry
restoration. Given that the latter has intriguing connections with the structure of
space–time [41], it suggest an unexpected potential connection between the Higgs
phenomenon and gravity.Acknowledgments
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The duality discussed in this paper is closely related to the Abelian–Higgs duality.
This is an important duality which has been studied in great detail and has many
applications (see, e.g. [4–10]). Here we will just review the essence of this duality.
For an even more minimal exposition, we refer to a paper by Zee [48].
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the absence of dissipation and neglecting the coupling to electromagnetic ﬁelds (in
fact, this describes a neutral superﬂuid),Fig. 1
one ca
space–
conden
lator)H ¼ Q
X
i
ðniÞ2 þ J
X
hiji
cosð/i  /jÞ; ðA:1Þwhere the second term describes the Josephson coupling (/i) is the superﬂuid phase
on island i and the ﬁrst term the charging energy (ni is number density). This is
quantized because of number-phase conjugation ½ni;/j ¼ idij. The Lagrangian is, in
relativistic short hand, setting the phase velocity 1,L ¼ 1
g
olð/
 þ /V Þ2; ðA:2Þwhere the coupling constant g ¼ Q=J while / is a (compact) Oð2Þ ﬁeld: /! /þ 2pn;
n 2 Z. This implies that in principle the phase ﬁeld can have multivalued conﬁgura-
tions, and these are lumped in /V . One can make this further explicit by the Villain
construction /V ¼ 2pn, treating / as non-compact and including the ns in the path
integral measure. With some eﬀort it can be shown that this regularization of the XY
problem is qualitatively correct and quantitatively quite accurate [7].
It is obvious that a quantum-phase transition will occur. For g 
 1 / will order,
describing the superﬂuid while for large g number ﬂuctuations are suppressed and a
state with a ﬁxed particle number per site is a Mott-insulator, see Fig. 13.coupling constant
XY order
x
τ τ
x
yy
Virtual vortices Vortex Bose
condensate
XY disorder
Superfluid Mott insulator
Coulomb phase
Normal state superconductor
Higgs phase
3. Illustration of the physical meaning of the Abelian–Higgs duality and the various interpretations
n ascribe to the states on both sides of the duality. On the ordered side vortices form closed loops in
time, and these have blown out on the disordered side forming a tangle corresponding with a Bose
sate. One can either interpret the ordered side as a neutral superﬂuid (disordered side a Mott-insu-
or the disordered side as a superconductor (ordered side normal state with massless photons).
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well known vortex pancake. It carries a topological invariant on the time-slice de-
ﬁned by the circuit integral,I
d/ ¼ 2pN ; ðA:3Þwhere N is the winding number, or vorticity. Since the winding number is conserved,
the vortex particle corresponds with a worldline in space–time. Using Stokes theo-
rem, a conserved vortex current is derived which expresses the non-integrability of
the ﬁeld /, collected in the piece /V ,JVl ¼ lmkomok/V ; ðA:4Þ
olJVl ¼ 0; ðA:5Þ
where the time component (J0) corresponds with the vortex density. Introducing an
auxiliary ﬁeld nl, Eq. (A.2) becomes after a Hubbard–Stratanowich transformation,L ¼ gnlnl þ inlol /ð þ /V Þ ðA:6Þ
and it is observed that in this stage the coupling constant g has already been inverted,
meaning that weak coupling in / is strong coupling in nl and vice versa. Since / is by
deﬁnition integrable the derivative can be shifted,L ¼ gnlnl þ inlol/V þ inlol/; ðA:7Þ
¼ gnlnl þ inlol/V  i/olnl ðA:8Þ/ appears as a Lagrange multiplier and upon integration it follows that nl is con-
served and it can therefore be written as the curl of an emerging Uð1Þ gauge ﬁeld ~A,olnl ¼ 0; nl ¼ lmkomAk ðA:9Þ
this describes the conservation of the superﬂuid current. Inserting Eq. (A.9) in the
remaining part of Eq. (A.8),L ¼ gFlmF lm þ ilmkomAkol/V ¼ gFlmF lm þ iAlJVl ; ðA:10Þ
where Flm ¼ olAm  omAl, the ﬁeld strength of the~A ﬁeld, while the second line follows
from the ﬁrst modulo a boundary term.
Hence, the vortex particle as described by the current Eq. (A.4) acts like a source
for the superﬂuid gauge-ﬁeld and the latter behaves like a electromagnetic ﬁeld on
the vortex particle! Reversely, one might also want to claim that quantum-electro-
magnetism is nothing else than an ordered XY magnet in disguise. The only reason
for this to be special for 2 + 1D is that in this dimension vortices are like particles. In
3+ 1D vortices become strings and this is somewhat hard to reconcile with the point-
like character of the particles.
The hard work has been done and the remainder rests on standard notions of
ﬁeld-theory. Vortices are sources of kinetic energy (charging energy in the phase-dy-
namics interpretation). Upon increasing the coupling constant, closed loops of vor-
tex lines will appear (virtual ﬂuctuations) and these loops will steadily increase their
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out transition will occur. The vortices turn into real particles while their worldlines
will entangle forming a Bose condensate. Eq. (A.10) describes a single vortex-world-
line and in the disordered phase one is dealing with an interacting system of bosonic
vortex particles. This system is just a system of bosons which is charged relative to an
electromagnetic ﬁeld, and in the neighborhood of the quantum phase transition this
is described in terms of a Ginzburg–Landau–Wilson action,Ldual ¼ jðol  iAlÞUV j2 þ m2jUV j2 þ wjUV j4 þ gFlmF lm: ðA:11Þ
This disorder ﬁeld theory can be derived explicitly (see Appendix B). The mass
term (m2j/V j2) corresponds with the core-energy/meandering kinetic energy balance
of the vortex loops. The proliferation of vortices is encoded by m2 changing sign. The
U4 term represents the short range (hard-core) repulsions while the coupling to
the auxiliary gauge ﬁeld describes the long-range Coulombic interactions between
the vortices as mediated by the superﬂuid ﬁelds. Eq. (A.11) describes a charged super-
ﬂuid and for m2 < 0 (the phase disordered state) this enters the Meissner phase where
the superﬂuid photon is expelled. Hence, there are no low lying excitations and this
superconducting condensate of vortex-bosons describes precisely the Mott-insulator!Appendix B. Glide constraints, loop gases, and GLW ﬁeld theory
It is a central result in quantum-ﬁeld theory and statistical physics that the Ginz-
burg–Landau–Wilson /4 theory describes an ensemble of ﬂuctuating, interacting
lines. In the present context we are dealing with the special circumstance that the dis-
location worldlines can only meander in planes spanned by the Burgers vectors of the
dislocations and the time direction, due to the glide constraint. In Section 3.3 we use
Landaus original argument to deduce the structure of the ﬁeld theory describing the
dislocation condensate, postulating that the gradient terms follow from a conjugate
momentum acting on a wavefunction.From this argument it follows that the conden-
sate ﬁeld is just a conventional one, while the eﬀects of glide are entirely absorbed in
the couplings to the stress gauge ﬁelds. Starting from a loop gas perspective, this is less
obvious. Why should the condensate be described by a 2+ 1D GLW ﬁeld, while the
dislocations might even decide to move in just one direction? Shouldnt this be an
eﬀective 1+ 1D problem? Such an expectation is based on a ﬂawed understanding of
the loop gas—GLWmapping: the order parameter ﬁeldW just keeps track of the fact
that dislocation loops can appear everywhere in space–time, and only the couplings to
the gauge ﬁelds keep track of the direction of themotions. Tomake this explicit, wewill
ﬁrst shortly review the standard loop gas-GLWmapping, to subsequently analyze the
(exaggurated) case that Burgers vectors can only point along x and y directions.
The standard mapping is discussed in great detail in the ﬁrst part of the Kleinert
volumes [7], and here we review just the essence of the mapping using a statistical
physics language. Defect–anti-defect worldline loops behave like random walkers
and it is convenient to deﬁne these on a lattice. The partition function for one closed
loop is given by
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X
x;N
ð2DÞN
N
P ðx; x;NÞebN ðB:1Þ is the core energy (energy/unit length) of the defect, b inverse temperature (coupling
constant in the quantum case). The factor ð2DÞN (D is space–time dimensionality)
accounts for the number of spatial conﬁgurations of a chain of length N and the
factor N1 ensures that one particular loop is only counted once. P ðx; x;NÞ is the
return probability, i.e., the probability that the random walker returns to its point of
departure so that it forms a closed loop. This probability is governed by a discrete
diﬀusion equation (a is the lattice constant, Dl, Dl backward- and forward ﬁnite
diﬀerence operators, respectively),DNP ðx; y;NÞ ¼ a
2D
X
l
DlDlP ðx; y;N  1Þ ðB:2Þwith the boundary condition P ðx; y; 0Þ ¼ dx;y. This is solved by the Fourier ansatz
P ðK;NÞ ¼ P ðKÞN ,P ðkÞ ¼ 1 1
2D
X
l
eikla
  1 eikla  1! 1 a2
2D
X
l
k2l: ðB:3ÞFor future use, notice that the gradient terms appearing in the ﬁeld theory can be
traced back to this return probability; the gradients appear because the worldlines
have to form loops.
Using Eq. (B.3) and the identity
P1
N¼1 x
N=N ¼  lnð1 xÞ, the one loop partition
function Eq. (B.1) becomes,Z1 ¼ 
X
k
ln 1
  2DP ðkÞeb: ðB:4ÞThe grand canonical partition function for a gas of loops is obtained by exponen-
tiation of the one loop partition sum,X ¼ eZ1 ¼ PkG0ðkÞ; ðB:5Þ
G0ðkÞ ¼ 1
1 eb2DPðkÞ : ðB:6ÞWe now observe that the product of propagators can be reproduced by Gaussian
integration over complex scalar ﬁelds /ðxÞ,X ¼
Z
D/D/ exp

 1
2
Z
dDx/ðxÞG0ðxÞ1/ðxÞ

ðB:7Þwhile the inverse propagator becomes in the continuum limit,G0ðxÞ1 ¼ o2l þ m2 ðB:8Þ
with a massm2 ¼ a2 eb  2D ðB:9Þ
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We have recovered the famous result that Gaussian ﬁeld theory is just equivalent to a
gas of random walking closed loops.
In the context of this paper, the special circumstance is that due to the glide con-
straint the defect-worldlines cannot freely meander through the embedding space–
time. Instead, the loops are oriented in the 2D planes spanned by the Burgers vectors
of the (anti)dislocations and the imaginary time axis. In the main text (Section 3.3) we
follow the strategy of Landau to ﬁnd that this reduced dimensionality eﬀect is not re-
ﬂected in the dimensionality of the matter ﬁelds but only in the couplings to the gauge
ﬁelds. Can this be understood explicitly in terms of the mapping loop gas-ﬁeld theory?
Let us consider the following loop gas problem which is clearly representative for
the problem. Consider a cubic lattice x ¼ ðxi; yi; siÞ (dimension D ¼ 3) and assume
that loops of random walkers occur which are exclusively meandering in either the
ðx; sÞ or ðy; sÞ planes (dimension D0 ¼ 2) with the same a priori probability. The gen-
eralization of the one loop partition function Eq. (B.1) is,Z1 ¼
X
x;N
ð2D0ÞN
N
Pxðx; x;NÞ
 þ Pyðx; x;NÞebN ðB:10Þwhere x refers to all points on the space–time lattice. The reduced dimensionality is
reﬂected only in the factor ð2D0ÞN and the return probabilities Paðx; x;NÞ referring
now to probability of return by meandering exclusively in the ða; sÞ planes, with
a ¼ x; y. These are given by Eq. (B.3) but now restricted to the meandering planes.
Explicitly (x is Matsubara frequency),PaðkÞ ¼ 1 1
2D0
eikaa
  1 eikaa  1þ eixa  1 eixa  1
! 1 a
2
2D0
k2a
 þ x2 ðB:11Þand the one loop partition function becomes (compare Eq. B.4),Z1 ¼ 
X
k
X
a¼x;y
ln 1
  2D0PaðkÞeb: ðB:12ÞThe grand partition function of the loop gas is as before obtained by exponenti-
ation,X ¼ eZ1 ¼ PkG0ðkÞ; ðB:13Þ
G0ðkÞ ¼ Pa¼x;y 1
1 eb2D0PaðkÞ : ðB:14ÞWe now observe that in the continuum limit,G0ðkÞ  1ðm0Þ2 þ k2x þ x2
1
ðm0Þ2 þ k2y þ x2
 1ðm0Þ2
1
ðm0Þ2 þ k2 þ k2 þ 2x2 þOðk4Þ : ðB:15Þx y
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tition function is given in terms of propagators living in the full embedding space–
time. The gradient terms ﬁnd their origin in the return probabilities and given that
the loops have the same a priori probability to occur both in x and y directions, both
add gradients to the propagator. The eﬀect of the loops meandering in a reduced
dimensionality just ends up in a parametric change in the mass reﬂecting the
reduction of the meandering entropy,ðm0Þ2 ¼ e
b  2D0
a2
ðB:16Þand a renormalization of the velocity by a factor
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
due to the fact that the time axis
is shared. Since the propagators are 2+ 1D, the ﬁelds needed to reproduce the
propagators are also 2+ 1D,X 
Z
D/D/ exp

 1
2
Z
ddrdsðjox/j2 þ joy/j2 þ 1
2
jos/j2 þ ðm0Þ2j/j2Þ

:
ðB:17Þ
This demonstrates that the assertion in the main text regarding the nature of the
eﬀective ﬁeld theory describing the dislocation condensate is correct. The ﬁeld / de-
scribes the statistical distributions of dislocation–anti-dislocation loops in space–
time and this is a 2+ 1D problem. The consequence of the glide principle, that the
kinetic energy is oriented along the Burgers vectors, does not change the dimension-
ality of the ﬁeld but it does have consequences for the screening of the stress photons.
The oriented nature of the kinetic energy becomes manifest when screening currents
are required for the shear-Meissner eﬀect.Appendix C. Stress gauge ﬁelds in the classical 2D limit
Here we rederive the stress gauge ﬁeld action for the classical 2D limit, corre-
sponding with the high temperature limit of the 2+ 1D theory (see also [2, vol. II,
Section 4.6]).
In two space dimensions the time axis is absent and one is forced to pick a Cou-
lomb gauge, setting the space components of the stress gauge ﬁelds to zero, keeping
only the time components. The stress gauge ﬁelds are deﬁned through ral ¼ lmkomBak.
Keeping only the Bas ﬁelds and calling these A
a to get contact with Kleinerts nota-
tion, and ignoring time derivatives: rxx ¼ oyAx; ryy ¼ oxAy ; ryx ¼ oyAy ; rxy ¼ oxAx.
We recognize directly Kleinerts ﬁelds and the free energy is,S2D ¼ 1
4l
Z
d2x ðrxxÞ2

þ 2ðrxyÞ2 þ ðryyÞ2 
m
1þ m ðr
x
x þ ryyÞ2

ðC:1Þafter inserting the Aa ﬁelds, Fourier transforming and using the standard space
longitudinal/transversal composition,Ax ¼ q^ AL þ q^ AT ; Ay ¼ q^ AL  q^ AT : ðC:2Þx y y x
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plying that the AL ﬁelds are unphysical. A simple calculation yields for the 2D action,S2D ¼ 1
4lð1þ mÞ
Z
d2qq2jAT j2 ðC:3Þshowing that 2D classical matter is governed by a single stress photon mediating in
fact exclusively shear stresses. Photons carrying compression require the existence of
a time axis, see the derivation of the compression action Eq. (47) in Section 3.Appendix D. Relating the Goldstone propagators to the dual photons
In this paper we use repeatedly the propagators of the stress photons to compute
the propagators and spectral functions in the Goldstone-sector. These are related by
simple general expressions, which we will derive in this appendix. For convenience,
we specialize to quantum elasticity but the reader will recognize that the derivation is
quite general.
Consider the action of quantum-elasticity S0. Deﬁne a generating functional by
adding a source J al coupling to the strain ﬁelds,GðJ Þ ¼ 1
Z
Z
Dua exp

 S0 
Z
dX J alolua
h i	
: ðD:1ÞThe elastic (or strain) propagator is deﬁned through the functional derivatives of
the generating functional by the sources (~r is space–time coordinate),hholuað~r1Þjomubð~r1Þii  d
2GðJ Þ
dJ alð~r1ÞdJ bmð~r2Þ
" #
J¼0
¼ 1
Z
Z
Duaðoluað~r1ÞÞðomubð~r2ÞÞ exp ð  S0Þ: ðD:2ÞThe strategy is to dualize the generating functional, to subsequently take the func-
tional derivatives to the sources J using the action expressed in the dual stress
Gauge ﬁelds. Introduce auxiliary stress-ﬁelds, so that the strain action S0 turns into
the stress action SdualðralÞ. Keeping track of the source term,GðJ Þ ¼ 1
Z
Z
DralDua exp

 SdualðralÞ 
Z
dX 2iral

þ J al

olua
	
¼ 1
Z
Z
DralDua exp

 SdualðralÞ þ
Z
dX iuaol 2ral

 J al
	
¼ 1
Z
Z
DralDuad 2ral

 iJ al

exp ð  SdualÞ: ðD:3ÞThe constraint can be resolved by introducing the stress gauge ﬁelds,ral 
i
2
J al ¼ lmkomBak; ral ¼ lmkomBak

þ i
2
J al
	
: ðD:4Þ
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R
dXralC
1
ll0abr
b
l0 and inserting Eq. (D.4) we
obtain for the generating functional,GðJ Þ ¼ 1
Z
Z
DBaldðolBalÞ exp

 SdualðBalÞ 
Z
dX iJ alC1ll0abl0mkomBbk

 1
4
J alC1ll0abJ bl0
	
; ðD:5Þwhere SdualðBalÞ is just the stress Maxwell action. Eq. (D.5) is of the required form to
deduce the relation between strain- and stress photon propagators. Use Eq. (D.2) but
now calculate the functional derivatives using Eq. (D.5). Reinsert the rs for nota-
tional convenience,hholuað~r2Þjomubð~r1Þii ¼ dð~r1 ~r2Þdl;mda;bC1llaa  C1lkacC1mjbdhrckð~r1Þjrdjð~r2Þi; ðD:6Þ
where by deﬁnitionhhrckð~r1Þjrckð~r2Þii 
1
Z
Z
DraldðolralÞrckð~r1Þrcjð~r2Þ exp

 SdualðralÞ

; ðD:7Þi.e., the stress propagator which has to be averaged using the dual action. In fre-
quency–momentum space this becomes,hhpluað~pÞjpmubð~pÞii ¼ C1llaa  C1lkacC1mjbdhhrckð~pÞjrdjð~pÞii ðD:8Þ
which is the starting point for the computations in the main text. The algorithm is
simple: associate the strains with the stresses via the stress-strain relations
pluað~pÞ ¼ C1lkacrckð~pÞ and the stress–stress propagators hhrjrii can be computed
using the stress gauge ﬁelds. The above derivation shows that the Goldstone prop-
agator hholuajomubii is proportional to a constant minus the dual photon propaga-
tors. This is a general result, since one relates the propagator of a scalar Goldstone
boson with the ﬁeld-strength propagators  lmkAk of dual gauge ﬁelds which are
transversal. We leave it as an exercise for the reader to demonstrate that in the case
of the simple XY -electromagnetism duality discussed in Appendix A the relations are
as follows: the spin wave propagator is hhpl/jpm/ii  plpm=jpj2. The ﬁeld strength
propagators hhnljnmii  dlm  plpm=jpj2, obeying the transversality condition. Hence,
in agreement with the above, hhpl/jpm/ii ¼ dlm  hhnljnmii.References
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